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ABSTRACT 
Marine turtles have long endured population declines and face a growing number 
of contemporary threats, highlighting the need for population assessments and 
conservation action. Research on these species, however, remains a challenge due to 
complex and extensive oceanic life cycles that hinder direct observation. The pelagic, 
post-hatchling life stage is particularly difficult to track, preventing empirical research of 
fundamental behavior and life history traits such as natal homing precision and time to 
sexual maturity. Also, much of our current knowledge of marine turtles comes from 
nesting females and hatchlings, stages of the life cycle that are easy to observe. Far less is 
known about the male component of populations. Here, I use genetic approaches to target 
these gaps in knowledge by assessing 1) hawksbill turtle rookery structure for Antigua 
and Barbuda (AB) and the Caribbean, 2) kin structure within Antigua’s Jumby Bay (JB) 
hawksbill rookery, a population with demonstrated nest-site fidelity and neophyte 
assimilation, and 3) paternal contributions to nests. Surprisingly strong population genetic 
differentiation between AB nesting groups suggests that hawksbills migrate back to natal 
sites with high precision (<50km), and the identification of 41 mother-daughter pairs 
within the JB rookery demonstrates that an appreciable fraction of JB hawksbills are 
homing to a 1km natal site. Regional population genetic data indicate that hawksbills 
returning to island rookeries are homing with greater precision than those returning to 
continuous coastlines. This extreme and repeated precision in navigation likely limits the 
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colonization potential of island rookeries. Consequently, the current state of alarming 
deterioration and instability of nesting habitat poses a greater threat to island rookeries 
relative to those on continuous coastline. The time elapsed between first nesting records 
of veteran JB mothers and their sexually mature daughters suggests that maximum time 
to maturity is 14-24 years, shorter than previously estimated for hawksbills. Finally, 24 
paternal genotypes were reconstructed from 23 females and their hatchling cohorts, 
indicating a nearly equal sex ratio for the JB breeding population. Paternal contributions 
to nests suggest that single paternity is common for Eastern Caribbean hawksbill nests, a 
finding consistent with hawksbill paternity studies from other regions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
 Marine turtles have long endured population declines from extensive harvest and 
now face a growing number of contemporary threats, including habitat alteration, 
incidental catch, pollution and climate change (Bjorndal and Jackson 2003; Wallace et al. 
2010; Hamann et al. 2013). They play significant ecological and economic roles in 
marine ecosystems, most notably by maintaining healthy seagrass and coral reef 
ecosystems (Bjorndal and Jackson 2003). Population assessments, conservation action 
and research efforts to better understand marine turtle biology are paramount yet remain a 
challenge. Complex and extensive oceanic life cycles hinder observation and tracking 
(Bolten 2003; Bowen and Karl 2007; Mansfield and Putnam 2013) while delayed 
reproductive maturity and long generation times complicate population and recovery 
assessments (Heppell et al. 2003). The pelagic, post-hatchling stage is particularly 
difficult to observe. Hatchling size, high mortality, rapid growth and long periods of 
inaccessibility make long-term tracking a challenge (Bolton 2003; but see Mansfield et 
al. 2014). This inability to track early life stages prevents empirical research on 
fundamental behavior and life history traits such as natal philopatry (returning to one’s 
natal area to breed; Greenwood 1980) and age at sexual maturity (Lohmann et al. 2013; 
Avens and Snover 2013). 
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Although natal homing behavior is well-established for marine turtles, the 
precision of homing (i.e. the scale of natal philopatry), how this precision varies across 
populations or biogeographic regions, and the mechanisms underlying this variation are 
not well understood (Bowen and Karl 2007; Lohmann et al. 2013). Extensive molecular 
evidence has shown genetic partitioning of rookeries for all species at varying spatial 
scales, a pattern consistent with natal homing, but fine-scale resolution of this partitioning 
is still needed to understand homing precision (Bowen and Karl 2007; Jensen et al. 2013; 
Lohmann et al. 2013; Komoroske et al. 2017; but see Lee et al. 2007, Browne et al. 2010 
and Levasseur et al. 2019). Marine turtles are hypothesized to achieve precision in natal 
homing by using broad-scale magnetic field cues to navigate to the region and local cues 
(visual, chemical, hydrodymanic, etc.) to pinpoint the goal (Endres et al. 2016), however 
direct evidence is lacking. 
Similarly, age at sexual maturity is a fundamental life-history trait necessary for 
population and recovery assessments that is difficult to ascertain in marine turtles due to 
their unobservable early life stages (Avens and Snover 2013). Several methods have been 
employed to estimate age at maturity using proxies such as growth rates (Mendonça et al. 
1981), skeletochronology (Zug et al. 1986) and bomb radiocarbon dating (Van Houtan et 
al. 2016), however little direct evidence exists for this parameter (but see Dutton et al. 
2005). These estimates also vary widely even for a species within the same region using 
the same method (Avens and Snover 2013). Although time to maturity can vary naturally, 
both temporally and spatially, for a species depending on environmental and density-
dependent factors (Avens and Snover 2013), wide variation in estimates can complicate 
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population models and recovery forecasting, emphasizing the need for direct estimates of 
age at maturity. 
Further, much of our current knowledge of marine turtles comes from studies of 
reproductive females and their nests – stages of the life cycle that occur on land and are 
easy to observe. Far less is known about the male component of populations, their mating 
behavior or their contributions to nests as they rarely leave the marine environment. 
Assessing breeding sex ratios (i.e. operational sex ratios) is becoming increasingly 
important in marine turtle populations due to temperature-dependent sex determination 
(TSD) where warmer incubation temperatures lead to the development of females 
(Mrosovsky and Yntema 1980). As sand temperatures increase with climate warming, 
more female hatchlings are expected to be produced, skewing hatchling sex ratios 
(Janzen 1994). In fact, studies have long indicated female-biased hatchling ratios 
(Broderick et al. 2000; Wibbels 2003), and a recent study demonstrated an extreme 
female bias in foraging juveniles and adults originating from warmer nesting beaches of 
the northern Great Barrier Reef (Jensen et al. 2018). Establishing current operational sex 
ratios for breeding populations is critically important to understand changes in sex ratios 
over time due to a warming climate.  
Here, I use genetic methods to target these significant gaps in knowledge of natal 
homing precision, age at sexual maturity and breeding males in a hawksbill sea turtle 
(Eretmochelys imbricata) population. Advances in molecular technology over the last 30 
years have opened doors to previously inaccessible paths of research in ecology and 
conservation biology (Avise 2004; Selkoe and Toonen 2006; Ekblom and Galindo 2011). 
The development of key molecular techniques, informative genetic markers and 
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continually improving statistical methods has led to a proliferation of research on non-
model organisms and wild populations (Avise 2004; Selkoe and Toonen 2006). Genetic 
tools are especially valuable in studying organisms that are difficult to observe and track 
due to depleted populations and elusive lifestyles, such as marine turtles (Avise 2007). 
Indeed, marine turtle research employing genetic methods has improved our 
understanding of broad-scale questions of evolutionary relationships and species 
boundaries to population-scale questions of rookery structure and mixed stock foraging 
assemblages to fine-scale questions of parentage (see reviews by Avise 2007, Bowen and 
Karl 2007, Lee 2008, Jensen et al. 2013 and Komoroske et al. 2017). 
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), a rapidly evolving, maternally-inherited, asexually 
transmitted plasmid, is useful in understanding phylogenetic relationships and shallow 
population structure (Avise 2004), making it highly relevant for conservation research 
(Mortiz 1994). Notably, mtDNA has demonstrated genetic partitioning among rookeries, 
supporting the hypothesis of natal homing behavior in breeding females (Meylan et al. 
1990; Bowen and Karl 2007; Jensen et al. 2013). This genetic partitioning of rookeries, in 
turn, is utilized in Mixed Stock Analyses (MSAs) to understand links between foraging 
ground assemblages (consisting of a mixture of individuals of different origins) and their 
source rookeries (Bowen et al. 1995; Jensen et al. 2013). In addition, mtDNA has 
informed management strategies of marine turtles by defining population boundaries 
(Moritz 1994; Wallace et al. 2010). 
Microsatellite markers, short tandem repeat sequences in the genome that can be 
highly variable among individuals, have also made significant contributions to marine 
turtle research (Bowen and Karl 2007; Jensen et al. 2013). Microsatellite data provide 
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biparentally-inherited information, often demonstrating male-mediated gene flow 
(Roberts et al. 2004; Bowen and Karl 2007; Jensen et al. 2013) in contrast to mtDNA 
rookery structure. More recently, microsatellites have been used in parentage studies to 
reconstruct paternal genotypes from the genotypes of mothers and their hatchling cohorts, 
shedding light on breeding males and their contributions to nests (Pearse and Avise 2001; 
Jensen et al. 2006; Stewart and Dutton 2011; Wright et al. 2012; Phillips et al. 2013; 
Lasala et al. 2013; González-Garza et al. 2015; Tedeschi et al. 2015; Gaos et al. 2018). 
Assessing parentage and other kin relationships among individuals is instrumental 
for understanding important biological questions of wild populations (Blouin 2003; Avise 
2004). Kinship studies have shed light on reproductive biology (Chapman et al. 2008; 
Vigilant et al. 2015), mating behavior (Griffith et al. 2002; Uller and Olsson 2008), 
dispersal (Städele et al. 2015; Warner et al. 2016), migrations (DiBattista et al. 2008; 
Feldheim et al. 2014; Salles et al. 2016) and heritability (Mousseau et al. 1998; Dubuc et 
al. 2014). These studies have been especially useful for wild populations that are difficult 
to observe and track. However even highly visible study systems that are easy to observe 
may not be as transparent as they seem and can benefit from genetic kinship studies. For 
example, parentage analyses revealed that many avian species long thought to be 
monogamous based on observational studies of rookeries were in fact producing 
offspring through extra-pair copulations (Griffith et al. 2002). 
Parentage is a special case of kinship analysis that can be estimated with higher 
confidence than other kin relationships because parent and offspring share an allele at 
every locus, unless a germline mutation has occurred (Pemberton 2008). Strict exclusion 
parentage methods, in which candidate parents are excluded with a single mismatched 
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allele, are most straightforward based on their adherence to Mendelian inheritance rules 
but highly sensitive to genotyping errors. Germline mutations, null alleles or scoring 
errors can cause false exclusions. Consequently, many exclusion methods allow for at 
least one mismatched allele before excluding the candidate parent (Taggart 2007). 
Categorical allocation (i.e. parentage assignment) is an alternative method that assigns 
the most likely parent from a pool of non-excluded parents (Meagher and Thompson 
1986; Marshall et al. 1998) and can better accommodate genotyping errors than exclusion 
methods (Kalinowski et al. 2007). 
Ideally in parentage analysis, as many individuals from known or suspected 
family units are sampled as possible, such as sibling cohorts from observed mating pairs. 
However, complete sampling of family units is rarely feasible for wild populations. 
Often, sibling arrays are sampled along with incomplete sampling of candidate parents. If 
at least one parent is known, those alleles can be accounted for in offspring genotypes 
and candidates of the other parent can be assigned according to the remaining offspring 
alleles. However, male breeders (i.e. paternal candidates) are rarely able to be sampled in 
marine turtle systems. Commonly, the nesting female is sampled, her nests are monitored, 
and sibling arrays are sampled upon emergence. Paternal identities can then be 
reconstructed from the offspring alleles remaining after maternal alleles have been 
accounted for (Jones 2005). Indeed, marine turtle studies have used these methods to 
indirectly assess the male component of the breeding population and examine polyandry, 
polygyny, paternal contributions to nests, sperm storage, operational sex ratios, genetic 
diversity and reproductive success (Jensen et al. 2006; Stewart and Dutton 2011; Wright 
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et al. 2012; Phillips et al. 2013; Lasala et al. 2013; González-Garza et al. 2015; Tedeschi 
et al. 2015; Gaos et al. 2018). 
Studies of kin relationships other than mother-hatchling are lacking for marine 
turtles and have the potential to answer key questions of marine turtle biology. Even with 
no prior knowledge of familial structure in a wild population, kin relationships can be 
estimated by calculating relatedness (r), a continuous metric describing the proportion of 
shared genetic material (identical by descent) between pairs of individuals (Blouin 2003). 
For example, parent-offspring and full-siblings share approximately 50%, and half 
siblings share approximately 25%, of their genomes. This amount of shared genetic 
material can vary however, depending on the number of chromosomes, the amount of 
crossover and the level of inbreeding present (Blouin 2003; Stadele and Vigilant 2016). 
Moreover, small numbers of genetic markers may not accurately represent the genome. 
Despite the difficulties in determining kinship in wild populations based on 
genetic data, pedigree reconstruction methods have improved in recent years and accurate 
relationship estimates can be achieved by 1) assessing molecular marker quality and 
informativeness, 2) accounting for marker error rates, 3) verifying relationships with 
multiple analytical methods and 4) supplementing genotypic data with demographic 
information and uniparentally-inherited genetic data such as maternally-inherited mtDNA 
(Pemberton 2008; Jones et al. 2010; Harrison et al. 2013; Stadele and Vigilant 2016). 
Full-probability pedigree reconstruction, a more recently developed method, 
employs either a maximum-likelihood (Wang and Santure 2009) or Bayesian (Hadfield et 
al. 2006) modeling approach to evaluate all individuals simultaneously. These methods 
can incorporate demographic or ecological information about individuals to better 
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estimate kin relationships. This type of approach also produces individual-level, rather 
than population-level, confidence values (Jones et al. 2010). In the maximum likelihood 
framework of COLONY for example, all individuals are randomly configured into 
sibling groups and the likelihood of that configuration is calculated based on genotypic 
data. The program then randomly changes the configuration, re-calculates the likelihood 
and proceeds with the more likely configuration (Wang 2004). Alternatively, sibship 
reconstruction can be achieved through a combinatorial approach that uses Mendelian 
inheritance patterns to partition individuals into sibling groups (Berger-Wolf et al. 2007; 
Ashley et al. 2009).  
The focus of this dissertation is a Critically Endangered hawksbill turtle nesting 
population in the Eastern Caribbean, the Jumby Bay (JB) rookery of Antigua, that has 
been intensively monitored for over three decades (Mortimer and Donnelly 2008; 
Kendall et al. 2019). Hawksbill turtle populations face additional threat from continued 
commercial interest in tortoise-shell (Mortimer and Donnelly 2008). Although some 
rookeries show evidence of population growth in recent years (Richardson et al. 2006; 
Beggs et al. 2007; Mortimer and Donnelly 2008; Kamel and Delcroix 2009), Caribbean 
populations have declined an estimated 95% from pre-Columbian numbers (Bjorndal and 
Jackson 2003), highlighting their need for conservation attention. 
In Chapter 2, I present new mitochondrial and microsatellite marker data from 
hawksbill turtles nesting at Antigua and Barbuda (AB), West Indies. With these data, I 
assess natal homing precision at two spatial scales 1) across adjacent islands in the highly 
insular Leeward Islands and 2) regionally by combining the mitochondrial data with 
published data from 15 additional hawksbill rookeries of the Western Atlantic. I 
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characterize the genetic variation of hawksbills nesting across AB, estimate the scale of 
natal homing for hawksbills nesting within and between the islands of AB, evaluate 
patterns of natal homing precision in the Wider Caribbean region with respect to the 
isolated or continuous nature of a rookery’s coastline and discuss local and regional 
management strategies for hawksbill turtles. 
In Chapter 3, I present the first comprehensive kinship study of a marine turtle 
rookery with demonstrated long-term nest-site fidelity and neophyte assimilation, 
providing direct evidence of natal homing to a specific nesting beach and age at maturity 
in the hawksbill turtle. I estimate mother-daughter and full sibling relationships among 
individuals of the JB hawksbill rookery with a full probability, maximum likelihood 
approach. Relationships are reconstructed by incorporating genotypic data with 
generational information (from long-term mark recapture histories) and exclusion data 
(from mitochondrial sequences). Relationships are then validated with pairwise 
relatedness estimators, a categorical allocation parentage assignment method and a 
Mendelian combinatorial method. I assess natal homing to a 1km nesting site using 
mother-daughter and full-sibling pairs from JB and then examine the incidence of weaker 
philopatry by re-analyzing kinship with a broader geographic range (including 45 
samples from nearby nesting sites of AB). Finally, using long-term nesting histories to 
establish a female’s first nesting season, we estimate maximum age at maturity with the 
time elapsed between the first nesting seasons of mothers and their daughters. 
In Chapter 4, I describe mating behavior and establish baseline breeding sex ratios 
for Eastern Caribbean hawksbills by reconstructing paternal genotypes from nesting 
females and their hatchlings at Jumby Bay (JB), Antigua. I assess 1) polyandry in nesting 
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females by determining the rate of multiple paternity within clutches, 2) the breeding sex 
ratio of the JB breeding population by comparing the total number of reconstructed male 
genotypes to the total number of female nesters analyzed and 3) genetic diversity for the 
male and female components of the breeding population. The JB nesting population 
presents an opportunity to investigate mating behavior and breeding sex ratios for 
strongly philopatric hawksbills of varying nesting experience at a stable and isolated 
rookery of the highly insular Leeward Island region. 
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CHAPTER 2
EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH NATAL HOMING PRECISION IN HAWKSBILL SEA 
TURTLES TO INSULAR ROOKERIES OF THE CARIBBEAN1 
 
 
 
1 © Inter-Research 2019. Levasseur KE, Stapleton SP, Clovis Fuller M, Quattro JM. 2019. 
Exceptionally high natal homing precision in hawksbill sea turtles to insular rookeries of the 
Caribbean. Marine Ecology Progress Series 620:155-171 
Reprinted here with permission of the publisher (Appendix A).  
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2.1 Abstract 
Marine turtles migrate back to their natal region during reproduction, but the 
precision of this homing behavior and how the precision varies among populations and 
across biogeographic regions is unclear. We hypothesize that marine turtles nesting on 
insular landmasses navigate to their rookeries with greater precision than those nesting on 
continuous coastlines. We analyzed new mitochondrial and microsatellite marker data 
from hawksbill turtles (Eretmochelys imbricata) at nesting sites across Antigua and 
Barbuda, West Indies, to assess the scale of natal homing in the highly insular Leeward 
Islands. We then used published data from 15 Western Atlantic rookeries to examine 
regional patterns of rookery structure. Mitochondrial control region data showed weak to 
no partitioning among nesting sites within Antigua and strong partitioning between 
Antigua and Barbuda, suggesting natal homing at a scale of 50km. Microsatellite data 
showed weak to no partitioning between sites, indicating male-mediated gene flow. 
Regionally, we found stronger population structuring among rookeries of insular 
landmasses than among those of larger landmasses with continuous coastlines, despite 
shorter average rookery separation for the former. We also found a positive relationship 
between a rookery’s isolation index (a metric incorporating distances from larger 
landmasses) and its genetic divergence from proximate rookeries. These findings support 
our hypothesis and we caution that insular rookeries that host marine turtles with extreme 
homing behavior have limited ability to colonize new nesting habitat. The unprecedented 
rates of development and increasing instability of present-day nesting habitat might 
therefore pose a greater and increasing threat to insular rookeries. 
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2.2 Introduction 
Natal philopatry, the tendency of reproductively mature individuals to stay in, or 
return to, their region of origin (Mayr 1963, Greenwood 1980), plays a key role in 
shaping populations. Philopatric behavior results in the spatial association of related 
individuals, affecting reproduction, reducing gene flow and increasing population 
structure (Greenwood 1980, Dittman & Quinn 1996, Svedäng et al. 2007, Baker et al. 
2013). The marine environment hosts a wide range of taxa that exhibit natal philopatry 
with long distance migrations (i.e. natal homing), including elasmobranchs (Hueter et al. 
2005, Feldheim et al. 2014), bony fishes (Dittman & Quinn 1996, Thorrold et al. 2001, 
Rooker et al. 2008), marine turtles (Meylan et al. 1990, Bowen & Karl 2007, Lohmann et 
al. 2013), pinnipeds (Baker et al. 1995, Hoffman & Forcada 2012) and cetaceans 
(O’Corry-Crowe et al. 1997, Baker et al. 2013). Understanding patterns in homing 
behavior, along with underlying mechanisms and adaptive advantages (see Waser & 
Jones 1983, Dittman & Quinn 1996, Hendry et al. 2004 and Lohmann et al. 2013), 
becomes important for assessing population delineations, genetic diversity and 
evolutionary potential (Eizaguirre & Baltazar-Soares 2014). This is especially valuable 
information for the effective management of depleted populations (Secor 2002, Hueter et 
al. 2005) such as those of marine turtles (Lohmann et al. 2013, Stiebens et al. 2013). 
Natal homing behavior is well-established for marine turtles, but the precision of 
homing, how precision varies among populations, and the mechanisms underlying this 
variation are not well understood (Bowen & Karl 2007, Lohmann et al. 2013). Marine 
turtles have complex life cycles that span decades (Bolten 2003, Bowen & Karl 2007, 
Mansfield & Putnam 2013), culminating in periodic migrations between foraging and 
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breeding grounds for their reproductive life (Plotkin 2003). Maternally-inherited 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has been used extensively to show partitioning of maternal 
lineages among rookeries (Bowen & Karl 2007, Jensen et al. 2013), a pattern consistent 
with natal homing. Biparentally-inherited nuclear DNA (e.g. microsatellites) has largely 
been used to demonstrate male-mediated gene flow contrasting with mtDNA rookery 
structure (Bowen & Karl 2007, Jensen et al. 2013) but can also be used to identify 
rookery structure (Lee et al. 2007, Dutton et al. 2013, Roden et al. 2013, Clusa et al. 
2018). Three decades of genetic studies has shown that the scale of rookery structure 
varies widely across species and populations (Jensen et al. 2013), indicating variable 
precision in homing and nest-site fidelity. Weak homing precision has been shown in 
leatherbacks that show genetic structure across 800 to 1000s of kilometers (Dutton et al. 
1999, 2013), whereas fine-scale homing (tens of kilometers) has been suggested for green 
turtles (Peare & Parker 1996, Lee et al. 2007) and hawksbills (Browne et al. 2010). 
While natal homing behavior likely evolved due to the fitness advantages of 
returning to suitable (and successful) nesting sites rather than assessing unknown sites 
(Lohmann et al. 2013), strong homing behavior and nest-site fidelity can become 
detrimental to a rookery if nesting habitat becomes unsuitable and females are unable to 
use alternate habitat. Marine turtles are suspected to be able to adapt to high-energy and 
unpredictable beaches by spreading nests across multiple sites (Eckert 1987, Kamel & 
Mrosovsky 2004, Lohmann et al. 2013). Straying and homing behavior are considered 
evolutionary complements, hypothesized to be in dynamic equilibrium (Quinn 1984, 
Lohmann et al. 2008b, Keefer & Caudill 2014). Indeed, marine turtle populations contain 
individuals that exhibit varying degrees of nest-site fidelity within and between seasons 
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(Carr & Carr 1972, Hays & Sutherland 1991, Dethmers et al. 2006, Tucker 2010, 
Shamblin et al. 2017), and individuals with weaker nest-site fidelity may drive the 
colonization of new nesting sites (Carr & Carr 1972). However, sandy beaches are 
currently experiencing unprecedented rates of change with development and are facing 
further instability due to climate change (Schlacher et al. 2007, Nicholls & Cazenave 
2010, Wong et al. 2014). Identifying particular populations with extreme natal homing 
precision (that may not be able to adapt quickly enough to increasingly unstable beaches) 
is critical for effective management strategies of imperiled marine turtle nesting 
populations. 
Our focus is on the critically endangered hawksbill sea turtle (Eretmochelys 
imbricata, Mortimer & Donnelly 2008), a species that exhibits some of the highest 
precision in natal homing of all marine turtle species (Browne et al. 2010). However, this 
level of precision is not consistent across biogeographic regions (LeRoux et al. 2012, 
Carreras et al. 2013, Vargas et al. 2016). In the Caribbean, hawksbills nesting on opposite 
sides of Barbados, separated by only 30km, show strong mtDNA divergence (Browne et 
al. 2010), whereas hawksbills nesting at other sites separated by over 1000km (e.g. 
Tobago and Colombia) show connectivity (Cazabon-Mannette et al. 2016), suggesting 
widely varying scales of natal homing. Likewise, in the Indo-Pacific, nesting sites 
separated by 200km within the Persian Gulf show divergence (Vargas et al. 2016) and 
sites of northern Australia separated by 800km show connectivity (Broderick et al. 1994, 
Vargas et al. 2016). Interestingly, the Caribbean rookeries that indicate fine-scale homing 
precision (Barbados and the islands of Antigua and Guadeloupe separated by 150km, 
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LeRoux et al. 2012) are located on island systems that are highly isolated from 
continental land masses.  
Females homing to insular coastlines, unlike those homing to continuous ones, 
may be under selection pressure for precise homing behavior. Imprecise homing is likely 
more problematic for individuals migrating to insular island coastlines due to the patchy 
and isolated nature of the nesting habitat. Imprecise homing to continuous coastlines, on 
the other hand, is likely less problematic, as individuals can intercept adjacent coastline 
to attempt nesting. Marine turtles are hypothesized to use different or more complex 
methods for navigating to smaller targets like islands (Lohmann et al. 2008a); for 
example, they may use magnetic cues for long-distance navigation to their natal region 
followed by local (e.g. visual, chemical or hydrodynamic) cues to pinpoint their specific 
natal beach (Endres et al. 2016, Mouritsen 2018). Accordingly, we hypothesize that 
marine turtles returning to nest at insular landmasses have evolved higher natal homing 
precision than turtles returning to nest along more continuous coastlines. 
The Caribbean region hosts hawksbill rookeries spread over geologically diverse 
coastlines, providing an opportunity to investigate this hypothesis. Antigua and Barbuda 
(AB) lie at the highly isolated northeastern corner and have widespread hawksbill nesting 
activity, presenting an additional opportunity to assess natal homing precision within and 
between two insular islands separated by less than 50km. Antigua’s Jumby Bay (JB) 
rookery, a site with relatively dense nesting activity, has been intensively monitored for 
over 30 years (Richardson et al. 2006, Stapleton et al. 2010, Kendall et al. 2019) and has 
previously contributed to regional genetic studies (Bass et al. 1996, Browne et al. 2010, 
LeRoux et al. 2012). Other nesting sites on AB, however, have yet to be genetically 
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characterized. Surveys indicate sporadic nesting across Antigua and a significant nesting 
aggregation on Barbuda (Fuller et al. 1992, Levasseur et al. 2013, ASTP unpubl. data). 
Better characterizing the genetic composition of hawksbills at AB by sampling nesting 
sites across the two islands can improve our understanding of natal homing precision, but 
also better inform regional management units (MUs, Moritz 1994) and resolve an 
important knowledge gap (i.e. Barbuda) for more accurate mixed stock analyses (MSAs, 
Jensen et al. 2013).  
Here, we analyze new mitochondrial and microsatellite data collected from 
hawksbills nesting at AB to investigate our hypothesis at two spatial scales: across 
adjacent islands in the highly insular Leeward Island chain and regionally by combining 
these mitochondrial data with published data from the Western Atlantic. Our objectives 
are to 1) characterize the genetic variation of hawksbills nesting across AB with 
mitochondrial and microsatellite markers, 2) estimate the scale of natal homing for 
hawksbills nesting within and between the islands of AB, 3) evaluate patterns of 
hawksbill natal homing precision in the Wider Caribbean region with respect to the 
isolated or continuous nature of a rookery’s coastline and 4) recommend local and 
regional management strategies for hawksbills. 
 
2.3 Materials and Methods 
2.3.1 Sample Collection  
We collected epithelial tissue from hawksbill sea turtles nesting on AB beaches 
from 2010-2015 (Figure 1). A small (~5mm2) piece of tissue from the trailing edge of a 
posterior flipper was cleaned with alcohol and removed with a sterile blade or biopsy 
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punch following FitzSimmons et al. (1999). Tissue was removed during the second half 
of oviposition to minimize disturbance. Samples were preserved in either a saturated salt 
or ethanol solution and transported to the University of South Carolina (Import Permit 
#13US73008A/9) for analysis. Individuals encountered were double tagged with Inconel 
flipper tags to prevent sample replication.  
 
2.3.2 Laboratory Procedure 
We purified genomic DNA from each sample using DNeasy® Blood & Tissue 
Kits (Qiagen 2006). We amplified ~800bp of the mitochondrial control region (CR) in 
25μl PCR reactions with primers LTEi9atg and H950g (Abreu-Grobois et al. 2006). 
Reactions had an initial denaturation step of 94°C for 3min, 35 cycles of 94°C for 60s, 
52°C for 60s, and 72°C for 90s, and a final extension step of 72°C for 10min. Excess 
dNTPs and primers were enzymatically removed from the PCR products with ExoSAP-
IT (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). We then cycle sequenced amplified 
fragments using BigDye v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and sent 
reactions to Functional Biosciences (Madison, WI) for capillary electrophoresis on an 
ABI3730xl. Sequences were edited using Sequencher (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann 
Arbor, MI, USA), aligned using BioEdit 7.2.6 (Hall 1999) and ClustalW (Thompson et 
al. 1994), and then compared to published Caribbean hawksbill CR haplotypes (Díaz-
Fernández et al. 1999, Troëng et al. 2005, Lara-Ruiz et al. 2006, Bowen et al. 2007, 
Velez-Zuazo et al. 2008, Browne et al. 2010, LeRoux et al. 2012, Carreras et al. 2013, 
Vilaça et al. 2013, Trujillo-Arias et al. 2014, Cazabon-Mannette et al. 2016). We trimmed 
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sequences to the 740-bp standard (Abreu-Grobois et al. 2006, LeRoux et al. 2012) and 
haplotypes were named accordingly. 
 We amplified 14 tetranucleotide-repeat microsatellite markers (Shamblin et al. 
2013) in 10μl multiplexed PCR reactions with fluorescently-labeled primers using 5-dye 
chemistry: 6-FAM, NED, VIC, PET and LIZ size standard (Applied Biosystems, Foster 
City, CA, USA). PCR reactions had an initial denaturation step of 94°C for 3min, 40 
cycles of 94°C for 60s, 54-64°C for 60s (annealing temperature varied by reaction), and 
64°C for 2min, and a final extension step of 64°C for 10min. PCR products were then 
diluted, pooled, suspended in Hi-Di formamide with LIZ 600 size standard and sent to 
Georgia Genomics Facility (Athens, GA) for fragment size analysis on an ABI3730xl. 
We scored microsatellite data with GeneMapper 4.0 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, 
CA, USA) and then visually inspected peaks to verify alleles. We re-amplified failed 
reactions up to two times. We then re-genotyped 10% of the samples at all loci to 
estimate genotyping and null allele error rates. Null allele error rates were also estimated 
with MICROCHECKER (Van Oosterhaut et al. 2004). We removed two loci from 
analysis that did not amplify cleanly despite repeated attempts. 
 
2.3.3 Data Analysis 
We checked for duplicate individuals among samples with microsatellite 
genotypes. The combined non-exclusion probability of identity (i.e. the probability that 
two individuals have the same genotype) given variation at the twelve microsatellite 
markers was estimated as 1.45 x 10-18 (using CERVUS, Kalinowski et al. 2007). 
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Therefore, we assumed samples with identical genotypes were the same individual and 
duplicates were removed from further analysis (K. Levasseur unpubl. data). 
 We grouped samples collected in close proximity (generally <5km) for 
mitochondrial CR analysis (Antigua’s leeward coast: “Antigua-West”; Antigua’s 
southern coast: “Antigua-South”; Jabberwock Beach: “Antigua-North”; and Long Island 
(also known as Jumby Bay): “Antigua-Jumby”; see Figures 1 & 2). Although Pasture 
Beach (Jumby Bay) and Jabberwock Beach are only separated by 5km, we consider them 
separate because Jumby Bay (JB) is a well-established hawksbill rookery in the region 
that is isolated from the mainland by the North Sound. Three individuals first 
encountered at JB were subsequently sighted on mainland Antiguan beaches. We grouped 
these individuals based on the location at which they were first encountered (i.e. JB). 
Exploratory analyses indicated that placing these individuals at their secondary 
geographic site had a negligible impact on any result presented herein. We grouped 
samples collected on Barbuda’s west coast (collected on 10km of continuous beach) as 
“Barbuda-West” and samples collected on Barbuda’s south coast as “Barbuda-South”. 
 We calculated CR nucleotide (π) and haplotype (h) diversity indices for each 
nesting site using Arlequin v3.5.2 (Excoffier & Lischer 2010).  To examine population 
structure with CR haplotypes, we performed pairwise FST (haplotype frequencies) and 
ΦST (Tamura-Nei sequence distances) comparisons, exact tests of population 
differentiation, and analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA, Excoffier et al. 1992) with 
Arlequin v3.5.2. We used nested AMOVAs to simultaneously partition the genetic 
variation between islands and among nesting sites within islands. We also conducted 
AMOVAs on the Antiguan nesting sites alone to determine genetic structuring within 
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Antigua. We controlled the false discovery rate (FDR) for multiple comparisons using the 
modified Benjamini-Yekutieli (B-Y) method (Narum 2006). Sites indicating connectivity 
were then pooled to analyze microsatellite loci and regional patterns of structure. 
We tested microsatellite loci for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) using GENEPOP 4.2 (Raymond & Rousset 1995) and adjusted 
significance with the B-Y FDR method. However, sample sets containing high 
proportions of close relatives (first and second-order degree) distort genotype and allele 
frequency estimates that in turn effect HWE and LD tests (Wang 2018). Considering this 
and JB’s large sample size with several closely related families (K. Levasseur unpubl. 
data), we used a subsample from JB to re-test HWE and LD. 
 We calculated microsatellite diversity indices (allelic diversity, private alleles, 
and observed and expected heterozygosities) using GenAlEx (Peakall & Smouse 2012). 
To account for the uneven sampling of sites, we used rarefaction to correct allelic 
richness and private alleles for sample size (HP-Rare 1.0, Kalinowski 2005). We 
examined population structure with microsatellites using pairwise FST (using number of 
different alleles), G’’ST (Hedrick’s standardized GST further corrected for bias with small 
number of populations) and DEST (Jost’s estimate of differentiation) comparisons with 
GenAlEx. We adjusted significance for all comparisons with the B-Y FDR method. We 
retested all analyses with a random subsample of 30 JB individuals to determine if 
uneven sampling affected our results. 
 To compare Antiguan and Barbudan nesting sites to regional rookeries, we 
obtained haplotype data for 15 Western Atlantic rookeries from published sources based 
on an aligned 740-bp region of the mtDNA CR (Supplemental Table A2): Barbados 
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Leeward and Windward (Browne et al. 2010); Bahia/Sergipe, Brazil (Lara-Ruiz et al. 
2006); Pipa, Brazil (Vilaça et al. 2013); Cabo de la Vela, Columbia (Trujillo-Arias et al. 
2014); Tortuguero, Costa Rica (LeRoux et al. 2012); Doce Leguas, Cuba (Díaz-
Fernández et al. 1999); Jaragua National Park and Saona Island, Dominican Republic 
(Carreras et al. 2013); Marie-Galante, Guadeloupe (LeRoux et al. 2012); Yucatan, 
Mexico (LeRoux et al. 2012); Pearl Cays, Nicaragua (LeRoux et al. 2012); Mona Island, 
Puerto Rico (Velez-Zuazo et al. 2008); Tobago (Cazabon-Mannette et al. 2016); and 
Buck Island, USVI (LeRoux et al. 2012). We examined population structure at a regional 
scale with pairwise FST and ΦST comparisons, exact tests of population differentiation, 
and AMOVAs as outlined above. To visualize the haplotype variation among regional 
rookeries in two-dimensional space, we performed a Principle Coordinate Analysis 
(PCoA) using Tamura-Nei sequence distances with GenAlEx 6.503. 
 To test for isolation by distance, we used the Mantel test (Mantel 1967) in 
GenAlEx 6.503. We calculated pairwise geographic distances between rookeries by 
measuring straight line distances over water (avoiding land) with Google Earth and used 
a natural log transformation. We tested these values against genetic distance, using both 
FST and the standardized FST/(1-FST). We also used a Mantel correlogram to examine the 
relationship between genetic and geographic distances over five geographic intervals of 
equal sample size: 15-550, 551-1100, 1101-1900, 1901-3280, and 3281-7527km (Diniz-
Filho et al. 2013). We performed a correlogram using the spatial function in GenAlEx 
6.503. 
To examine patterns of natal homing precision with respect to rookery isolation, 
we first categorized rookeries as either insular or continuous based on their 
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geomorphology. Rookeries on continents and large islands were considered continuous 
rookeries. To establish which islands were large enough to be considered continuous, we 
used data from the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Island Directory 
(Dahl 2004), including the “Coastal Index” (a measure of island insularity that accounts 
for island size and shape). We considered Cuba, Hispaniola and Puerto Rico to be 
continuous rookeries for our analysis due to their size, UNEP description and small 
Coastal Index values. An island rookery was considered insular if it was >100km from a 
continent or large island (see Kisel & Barraclough 2010). Accordingly, we categorized 
Antigua, Barbados, Barbuda, Guadeloupe and USVI as insular. Despite being on island 
systems, we considered the rookeries at Doce Leguas (Cuba), Mona Island (Puerto Rico), 
Pearl Cays (Nicaragua), Saona Island (Dominican Republic) and Tobago to be 
continuous based on their proximity to a continent or large island.  
We compared the population structuring of insular rookeries to continuous ones 
by performing pairwise FST and AMOVAs as described above. We performed an 
AMOVA for all rookeries in the region, the insular rookery group and the continuous 
rookery group. We then compared the pairwise FST values of insular rookeries separated 
by <500km to the pairwise FST values of continuous rookeries separated by <500km with 
a one-way ANOVA. Since sample sizes were small and uneven between the two groups, 
we tested for normality (Jarque-Barre test, p > 0.05 for both groups) and homogeneity of 
variance (F-test, F18,3 = 5.45, p = 0.094). 
To obtain a continuous rather than categorical measure of insularity, we used a 
modified UNEP “Isolation Index” (Dahl 2004). Our modified index incorporates an 
island’s distance from the closest continent, distance from the closest large landmass 
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(either continent or large island as defined above), and the distance from the closest 
equally-sized or larger island. The square roots of each individual distance were summed 
to provide a measure of isolation for each rookery. We then examined the relationship 
between rookery isolation and genetic structuring at two distance limits (pairwise FST 
values for rookeries within 1000 and 2000km) using a linear regression.  
 
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Genetic diversity at Antigua and Barbuda 
We identified 12 polymorphic sites in aligned 740-bp CR sequences that defined 
seven haplotypes from 295 individuals sampled at AB. All haplotypes were previously 
identified within the Caribbean region. Antiguan nesting beaches exhibited higher 
haplotype diversity (ranging from h = 0.18 to 0.76) than Barbudan beaches (h = 0.00, 
Table 1, Figure 2). The JB rookery (n = 250) was dominated by haplotypes A01 and A03, 
and contained three less common haplotypes (A11, A20 and A83). Individuals nesting on 
Antigua’s mainland beaches were also dominated by haplotype A01, however, haplotype 
A03 was nearly absent, found in only one nester on the south coast. North and west coast 
beaches were almost entirely composed of A01 and the south coast had higher variation 
in haplotypes. Only the A20 haplotype was found in Barbuda. 
Overall, the twelve microsatellite loci were highly polymorphic for AB 
hawksbills with number of alleles ranging from 11-28, observed heterozygosity ranging 
from 0.62-0.92 and polymorphic information content (PIC) ranging from 0.68-0.92 per 
locus (Supplemental Table A1). Using the JB subsample to reduce the number of close 
relatives, we found no significant LD among marker pairs and no significant deviations 
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from HWE after FDR correction. Microsatellite diversity indices were generally similar 
by location after correcting for sample size (Table 2). Allelic richness (estimated by 
rarefaction with a uniform sample size of 18) ranged from 7.8 at Antigua-South and 
Barbuda to 8.2 at Antigua-JB. Private allelic richness (estimated by rarefaction as above) 
ranged from 0.6 at Barbuda to 1.0 at Antigua-South. Observed heterozygosity ranged 
from 0.78 at Antigua-South to 0.87 at Antigua-NW.  
 
2.4.2 Antigua & Barbuda inter-population analysis 
The nested AMOVA examining the nesting site hierarchy of AB using 
mitochondrial data showed strong and significant genetic structuring overall (FST = 0.62, 
ΦST = 0.63, p < 0.0001 for both, Table 3). Most of the genetic variation was partitioned 
between the two islands (57.5% and 62.0% for FST and ΦST, respectively) relative to 
among nesting sites within the islands (4.2% and 0.5%). The AMOVA testing only 
nesting sites within Antigua showed structuring with respect to haplotype frequencies but 
not when utilizing distance metrics (FST = 0.11, p = 0.01; ΦST = 0.03, p = 0.22). Pairwise 
FST and ΦST comparisons varied widely, showing no pairwise structure for Antigua’s 
northern vs. western beaches and Barbuda’s western vs. southern beaches, but substantial 
pairwise differentiation among Antiguan vs. Barbudan beaches (Figure 3). There was 
weak but significant pairwise structuring between Antigua-Jumby and Antigua-West, 
however this comparison became non-significant after adjusting p-values with FDR 
correction. Re-testing AMOVAs, pairwise comparisons and exact tests with a random 
subsample of 30 JB individuals demonstrated negligible differences in results. For 
microsatellite and regional analyses, we pooled nesting sites that showed no pairwise 
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structure with FST comparisons and exact tests of differentiation (Antigua-North and 
Antigua-West; Barbuda-South and Barbuda-West).  
We found weak to no genetic structuring among AB nesting sites with 
microsatellite data (Figure 4). Comparing Antigua (all nesting sites combined) to 
Barbuda, we found weak but significant pairwise structure (0.01, 0.04 and 0.04 for FST, 
G’’ST and DEST, respectively, p < 0.05 for all). In terms of nesting sites within AB, Jumby 
Bay had weak but significant pairwise differentiation with Antigua-NW and Barbuda for 
FST, G’’ST and DEST after FDR correction. All other pairwise comparisons were non-
significant. Re-testing pairwise comparisons with a random subsample of 30 JB 
individuals resulted in minimal differences in results. Pairwise comparisons between JB 
and both Antigua-NW and Barbuda become non-significant. 
 
2.4.3 Wider Caribbean inter-population analysis 
A region-wide AMOVA showed significant population structure throughout the 
Wider Caribbean, with a stronger signal when distances among haplotypes were included 
in the analyses (FST = 0.45, ΦST = 0.56, p < 0.001 for both, Table 3). In terms of 
haplotype frequencies, the group of eight insular rookeries had stronger population 
structure than the overall region (FST = 0.58, ΦST = 0.54, p < 0.001 for both). The 11 
continuous rookeries had weaker structure than the overall region (FST = 0.36, ΦST = 
0.51, p < 0.001 for both). Insular rookery pairs separated by <500km had significantly 
stronger pairwise differentiation (mean FST = 0.61) than continuous rookeries separated 
by <500km (mean FST = 0.12; Single-factor ANOVA, F1,21 = 13.1 p = 0.002). When 
considering rookery isolation as a continuous metric, pairwise differentiation increased 
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significantly with rookery isolation index (Figure 5), with a slightly stronger relationship 
when considering only rookery pairs separated by <1000km (R2 = 0.24, p < 0.001). 
A Principle Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) using a Tamura-Nei sequence distance 
matrix of the mtDNA CR captured 83.9% of the variation within the sequence data, with 
65.2% of the variation represented on Coordinate 1 and 18.7% on Coordinate 2 (Figure 
6). Rookeries dominated by EiA11 or sequences one mutational step removed from 
EiA11 (Barbados-Windward, USVI, DR-Saona, Guadeloupe and Puerto Rico) were 
positioned at one end of Coordinate 1 and rookeries dominated by EiA01 were clustered 
at the opposite end. Antiguan nesting sites are loosely clustered on the A01 side and 
positioned far from the Barbuda rookery. 
The Mantel test of isolation by distance showed no significant correlation 
between pairwise geographic and genetic distances overall (r = -0.04 and -0.10 for FST 
and standardized FST, respectively, p > 0.05 for both). The Mantel correlogram also 
showed no significant correlation for all five geographic distance classes (r = 0.03, -0.03, 
0.03, 0.01 and -0.04, respectively, p > 0.05 for all, Figure 7). Plotting pairwise genetic 
distances against geographic distances illustrated that the majority of rookery pairs from 
insular landmasses have strong differentiation at short distances, unlike other rookery 
pairs (Figure 7). Similarly, when considering the maximum pairwise FST value for each 
rookery in terms of geographic distance classes (<50, <100, <200, <500, <1000, <2000 
and <8000km), insular rookeries had higher average maximum FST values for each 
distance class (Figure 8). When removing insular rookery pairs and testing again for 
isolation by distance, we found a weak but significant correlation between pairwise 
geographic and genetic distances (for FST but not standardized FST; r = 0.37, p = 0.02).  
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2.5 Discussion 
2.5.1 Antigua & Barbuda 
Although Antigua has been represented previously in genetic studies, increasing 
the number and geographic scope of sampling in AB identified novel genetic patterns 
within and across the two islands that have important conservation implications at 
multiple scales. By sampling a larger number of JB individuals, we identified rare 
haplotypes (A20 and A83) not found in previous studies with smaller sample sizes (n = 
15 and 72, respectively, Bass et al. 1996, LeRoux et al. 2012). The current study however 
did not statistically differ from the previous studies in haplotype composition (K. 
Levasseur unpubl. data). Regional studies have reported haplotype A20 at three rookeries 
(Mona Island, PR, Saona Island, DR and Buck Island, USVI) and have not yet sourced 
A83 to a rookery, despite widespread presence at foraging sites in the Caribbean 
(Carreras de León 2010, Cazabon-Mannette et al. 2016, D. Browne unpubl. data) and 
Florida (Wood et al. 2013, Gorham et al. 2014). Similarly, sampling a larger geographic 
range of Antigua’s nesting beaches revealed additional rare haplotypes for the island. 
Haplotypes A27 and A47 have only previously been identified from a single breeding 
male at Mona Island (Velez-Zuazo et al. 2008) and at the Tortuguero rookery (LeRoux et 
al. 2012), respectively. Both haplotypes were found on the southern coast of Antigua. 
Despite a small sample size, the southern coast had the highest haplotype diversity (h = 
0.76) of all nesting sites at AB. Moreover, the JB rookery contains a regionally-rare 
haplotype in significant numbers: A03 is found in over a third of nesters and is nearly 
exclusive to JB.  
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In contrast to the diverse Antiguan rookery, the Barbudan rookery was fixed for 
A20, a haplotype found in very low frequency (1%) in Antigua. The lack of haplotype 
diversity in Barbuda is noteworthy and suggests that there may have been a bottleneck 
event (reducing the size and genetic diversity of Barbuda’s rookery) or a founder event 
involving very few individuals during the colonization of Barbuda. Barbuda’s young 
geological age (see below) suggests a recent colonization and founder event rather than a 
bottleneck. Unlike most of the Lesser Antilles, Barbuda is not volcanic in origin but 
rather a regressive reef system that emerged relatively recently (Brasier & Donahue 
1985). In fact, the extensive beach and lagoon complex on the western side of the island, 
where suitable habitat exists and a significant number of hawksbills nest, is the most 
recently formed part of the island, dated to 6000-11000 yr BP (Brasier & Donahue 1985). 
Exploratory analyses of heterozygote excess in the microsatellite data from Barbuda 
using the program BOTTLENECK 1.2.02 (Piry et al. 1999) indicate no bottleneck has 
occurred (K. Levasseur unpubl. data), further implicating a founder event. Considering 
the minimal presence of A20 at nearby rookeries, we hypothesize Barbuda was populated 
by a long-distance colonization event originating from the rookeries hosting A20 
individuals (Mona, Saona and Buck Islands). 
Barbuda is also remarkable for its unique haplotype composition in the region. 
Although A20 is found at three other rookeries, its frequency at these rookeries is low 
(representing 31, 18 and 6% of individuals at Mona, Saona and Buck Islands, 
respectively). The fixation of haplotype A20 in Barbuda presents a unique source rookery 
for regional Mixed Stock Analyses (MSA). An updated analysis of source contributions 
to regional foraging grounds that incorporates the new rookery haplotypes identified at 
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AB is necessary for an accurate picture of the links between rookeries and foraging 
grounds in the Caribbean. MSAs may have over-estimated Puerto Rico’s contribution to 
foraging grounds, since previously, most A20 individuals were found at the Mona Island 
rookery (see Bowen et al. 2007, Velez-Zuazo et al. 2008, Blumenthal et al. 2009, Proietti 
et al. 2014, and Cazabon-Mannette et al. 2016). Further, the orphan A83 that has a 
widespread presence in foraging grounds can now be sourced to Antigua, and regionally-
rare A27 and A47 can be more accurately sourced in the region. These new rookery 
contributions reveal that some foraging grounds have more source rookeries than 
previously thought, indicating higher resiliency for foraging populations. 
The exceptionally high divergence in haplotype frequency composition and 
sequence distances between Antigua and Barbuda demonstrates remarkably strong 
population structure between islands separated by 40km (Table 3; Figures 2, 3 and 6; and 
see LeRoux et al. 2012 for haplotype network). The rookery structure among the four 
Antiguan sites separated by between 5-35km is less clear but could be clarified with 
larger sample sizes. An AMOVA indicates weak but significant structure among sites 
(Table 3) however most pairwise comparisons become non-significant after FDR 
correction (Figure 3). Nonetheless, our data provide compelling evidence of natal homing 
at a scale of <50km in the Leeward Islands. Our results align with those of Browne et al. 
(2010), suggesting that hawksbills nesting on the Lesser Antilles are homing with high 
precision to their natal nesting site, not just their natal region. The divergence in maternal 
lineages between these islands may also reflect a history of two independent long-
distance colonization events. In contrast, our microsatellite data show weak to no 
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structure between sites (Figure 4), suggesting male-mediated gene flow that is commonly 
seen for other species and regions (Karl et al. 1992, Jensen et al. 2013). 
The ability to navigate with high precision is also demonstrated by nest-site 
fidelity or spatial proximity to a previous nest (Nordmoe et al. 2004). Hawksbills have 
shown significant repeatability in nest-site position along nesting beaches both intra- and 
inter-seasonally (Kamel & Mrosovsky 2005, Kamel & Mrosovsky 2006, Santos et al. 
2016). Tagging data from Antigua consistently show that most hawksbills deposit nests 
on the same beach (many <1km) as their previous nest (Richardson et al. 1999, JBHP 
unpubl. data, ASTP unpubl. data) and previous nesting season (Richardson et al. 1999, 
JBHP unpubl. data). Although tag-recapture data showed the movement of two nesting 
individuals between JB and Antigua-North, we find it remarkable that seven of the nine 
individuals observed nesting at Antigua-North have not been observed at JB, considering 
the proximity of the two beaches (5km) and that all nesting individuals are identified at 
JB with saturation monitoring (Richardson et al. 1999). 
Despite this strong homing behavior and nest-site fidelity in Antiguan hawksbills, 
there is evidence of weak nest-site fidelity in some individuals. Three individuals tagged 
at JB were later observed nesting on mainland Antiguan beaches over a four-year period 
of mainland beach monitoring during peak hawksbill nesting. One individual tagged at 
JB was also reported to have nested 300km away at Buck Island, USVI, during a 
subsequent nesting season. We suspect that while most hawksbills in Antigua (and 
perhaps in the Lesser Antilles) have extremely strong homing and nest-site fidelity 
behavior that restricts their nesting range, at least some hawksbills exhibit weaker 
fidelity, allowing them to deposit eggs on different beaches. Leatherbacks exhibit weaker 
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fidelity to nesting sites, which may be an adaptation to dynamic and unpredictable 
coastlines (Eckert 1987, Kamel & Mrosovsky 2004, Lohmann et al. 2013). Indeed, 
alternate nesting strategies may exist depending on the nature of the nesting environment, 
in which stable beaches select for high fidelity and dynamic beaches select for weak 
fidelity (Kamel & Mrosovsky 2005). Additionally, homing precision and nest-site fidelity 
might be influenced by nesting experience. Inexperienced nesters are likely navigating an 
unknown route for the first time (Mouritsen 2018) and have been shown to have weaker 
fidelity than experienced nesters (Mortimer & Bresson 1999, Beggs et al. 2007, Tucker 
2010). Similarly, new nesters at JB have lower apparent survival rates (a metric that 
incorporates true survival plus emigration) than experienced nesters, suggesting that 
young turtles are more transient (Kendall et al. 2019). 
 
2.5.2 Wider Caribbean inter-population analysis 
Regionally, rookeries on insular landmasses had stronger population structuring 
than rookeries on continuous landmasses, despite being in a smaller geographic range. 
When plotting pairwise genetic and geographic distances, the majority of insular rookery 
pairs showed strong divergence at short distances (Figure 7). For rookeries in close 
proximity (<500km), the difference in pairwise genetic differentiation for insular 
rookeries vs. continuous rookeries was remarkable (Table 3), despite fewer proximate 
rookery pairs on continuous landmasses. Similarly, when considering rookery isolation as 
continuous rather than categorical, there was a positive relationship between a rookery’s 
isolation index and its genetic divergence from other rookeries (Figure 5). Although there 
is wide variation in pairwise FST values for rookeries in the Caribbean, in general, our 
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data suggest that as a rookery’s isolation increases, its genetic divergence from proximate 
rookeries increases. These trends support the hypothesis that females home with greater 
precision to natal areas located on insular landmasses. We note that there are wide 
expanses of continental coastline not represented in this study and that there are known 
hawksbill rookeries (both insular and continuous) in the Caribbean not included in this 
analysis that could provide additional insight. For example, hawksbills nesting at Basse 
Terre, Guadeloupe, may further support our hypothesis (haplotype data suggest potential 
divergence from Marie-Galante at a distance of 50km, LeRoux et al. 2012) but were not 
included in our analysis due to small sample size. We also note that not all continental 
and Greater Antillean coastline may be entirely continuous in terms of suitable nesting 
habitat and that assessing nesting beach patchiness along continuous coastlines is a 
consideration for future studies of rookery isolation. Finally, an important consideration 
is that the ability of marine turtles to locate islands may not be due to navigational 
accuracy, but instead be due to a lack of options after navigating to the area (Lohmann et 
al. 2013). 
Our data show that hawksbills have finer rookery structure on insular landmasses 
than on continuous ones, however, these findings may be unique to the Caribbean. In the 
Indo-Pacific, hawksbill rookeries of the highly insular Seychelles and Chagos islands 
show no genetic divergence over 1500km of separation, and conversely, rookeries 
separated by 200km along the continuous Persian Gulf coastline exhibit significant, albeit 
weak, divergence (Vargas et al. 2016). In the Caribbean, the insular rookeries are all 
located in the eastern portion of the region where there is significant current strength 
running between the islands. Bowen et al. (2007) suggested that currents may be driving 
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a general east-west separation in Caribbean hawksbill rookery structure, however we 
propose that these currents play a role in a marine turtle’s ability to home with extreme 
precision in the Lesser Antilles. Islands create wave patterns, including windward 
refraction and leeward interference, that sea turtles might be capable of detecting and 
using for navigation (Lohmann et al. 2008a). We hypothesize that strong currents 
strengthen these wave signatures, making them easier to detect and utilize for homing 
navigation. Evaluating patterns of population structure in other areas where strong 
currents run between rookery landmasses would be informative. In addition, we suggest 
further studies of insular rookery structure of the Caribbean region with other species of 
marine turtle, especially the green turtle that also exhibits strong natal homing behavior. 
 
2.5.3 Management Implications 
Our data show fine-scale population structure among islands of the Lesser 
Antilles that warrants a review of rookery delineations for management purposes. 
Assessing the genetic composition of additional island rookeries of the Lesser Antilles 
would help determine appropriate MUs for the Eastern Caribbean. We recommend that 
hawksbills nesting on Antigua and Barbuda be considered separate MUs, not only for 
their clear division in matrilineal ancestry, but also for their contrasting levels of 
haplotype diversity and within-island genetic structuring. In addition, the history, 
geography and development of the two islands differ dramatically. Each rookery is 
exposed to a different suite of threats. Antigua’s population is threatened primarily by 
habitat alteration while Barbuda’s population nests on less stable habitat. Most of the 
west coast beach is a narrow strip of land between Codrington Lagoon and the ocean that 
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is susceptible to erosion and breaches, as was seen during the passage of Hurricane 
Donna in 1960 (Knowles 2008). This vulnerability was demonstrated again recently 
during the passing of Hurricane Irma in September of 2017 when three breaches were 
opened along the beach, resulting in nest mortality and reduced nesting habitat. To 
effectively manage AB hawksbills, we recommend that conservation strategies be 
designed specifically for each island. 
The high haplotype diversities and presence of rare haplotypes in Antigua 
(especially at JB and southern beaches), along with the unique rookery composition of 
Barbuda, emphasize the importance of AB nesting beaches for regional hawksbill 
diversity. Losses of genetic diversity are linked to declines in population fitness (Reed & 
Frankham 2003); therefore, we propose that AB’s rookeries contribute significantly to the 
stability of the species in the region. As such, we recommend increased protection 
measures for AB hawksbills. Until 2013, AB had an open hunting season for marine 
turtles, and although legislation is now in place that bans the harvest of turtles and eggs, 
poaching of both still occurs at low levels (ASTP unpubl. data). Increased enforcement of 
the new legislation and public awareness campaigns to promote protection of this species 
(and by extension its genetic variation) would be valuable measures for the health and 
stability of AB and Caribbean hawksbill populations. 
In addition, the movement of three individuals between the stable JB site and 
depleted mainland beaches may indicate that JB is acting as a source population for the 
AB nesting aggregation. Source habitats play an important role in maintaining 
populations, by hosting stable and healthy subgroups of a larger population that can 
“export” individuals into nearby habitats (Dias 1996). Mainland Antiguan beaches have 
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had a long history of turtle exploitation and habitat alteration (Fuller et al. 1992) that has 
left populations depleted and beaches less suitable for nesting. JB’s isolated and protected 
beach has the potential to replenish nearby depleted nesting sites with its recently 
expanding population (Richardson et al. 2006, Stapleton et al. 2010), further 
demonstrating AB’s importance for the region. Future research into whether JB is 
currently acting as a source habitat, and whether emigration from JB is temporary or 
permanent, would provide helpful insight for hawksbill conservation priorities in the 
region. 
As historically stable beaches become increasingly altered from human and 
climate-related disturbances, individuals with restricted nesting ranges might be more 
threatened than their conspecifics and congeners, due to their reduced ability to colonize 
new nesting sites. However, Carreras et al. (2018) reported long-distance colonization in 
the philopatric loggerhead turtle, a mechanism to alleviate the restrictions of strong 
philopatry. Nonetheless, our data suggest that philopatric restrictions could 
disproportionally affect the insular island rookeries of the Lesser Antilles. Further 
research is needed to understand patterns of homing and nest site fidelity and whether 
turtles are capable of adapting (in short timescales) to altered habitat. Moreover, 
investigating how patterns of homing and nest-site fidelity vary within individuals over 
time or among related individuals are important avenues of future research. Quantifying 
patterns of homing precision (and fitness as a consequence) among related individuals 
could help forecast evolutionary changes in rookeries and will become an important 
factor to consider in the conservation of this species and its genetic diversity. 
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2.6 Conclusions 
Our study highlights the importance of continuous and extensive sampling for a 
more comprehensive understanding of genetic variation within and among populations. 
By increasing the number and geographical range of samples analyzed at AB and 
considering regional rookery data under a new light, we identify novel patterns in genetic 
variation that have important conservation implications. We report a new rookery and 
rare haplotypes that have not previously been sourced to a rookery or documented in the 
Lesser Antilles. Our analysis of AB population structure shows that hawksbills are 
homing with extreme precision in the Leeward Islands, presenting new data that builds 
upon the findings of strong natal homing precision in Barbados (Browne et al. 2010). 
Further, by re-analyzing regional rookery data in terms of the continuous or isolated 
nature of the rookery coastline, we reveal 1) finer-scale population structure within the 
highly insular Lesser Antilles than the rest of the Caribbean region and 2) a positive 
relationship between degree of rookery isolation and strength of genetic divergence, 
supporting the hypothesis that hawksbills home with greater precision to insular nesting 
sites than to continuous ones in the Caribbean. Strong homing precision may be an 
adaptive advantage for turtles nesting on stable beaches. However, historically stable 
beaches are now being increasingly altered. Even patterns of a seemingly natural 
occurrence – the accumulation of Sargassum seaweed on beaches – have changed 
dramatically in recent years, presenting a new threat to marine turtle populations in the 
Caribbean (Maurer et al. 2015). Although marine turtles may be able to adapt to unstable 
beaches by exhibiting weaker nest-site fidelity, those already adapted to stable beaches 
(e.g. hawksbills with strong homing precision that appear to characterize AB) might not 
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be able to adopt this strategy quickly enough to counter the loss of suitable nesting 
habitat. Studies evaluating beach stability and nest-site fidelity will be increasingly 
important for marine turtle conservation going forward. Especially important will be 
quantifying rates of change and recovery for historically stable beaches and assessing the 
ability of marine turtles to use alternative nesting habitat should their primary beach 
become unsuitable. 
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Table 2.1 Mitochondrial control region sample locations, sample size (n), number of 
haplotypes (H), haplotype (h) and nucleotide (π) diversities with respective standard 
deviations (SD) and haplotype frequencies. 
 
       Haplotype 
Location n H h SD π SD EiA01 EiA03 EiA11 EiA20* EiA27* EiA47* EiA83* 
Antigua 277 7 0.496 0.021 0.006 0.004 175 90 6 3 1 1 1 
   JB 250 5 0.491 0.019 0.007 0.004 155 89 3 2   1 
   North 7 2 0.286 0.196 0.004 0.003 6  1     
   West 10 2 0.182 0.144 0.003 0.002 9   1    
   South 10 5 0.756 0.130 0.008 0.005 5 1 2  1 1  
              
Barbuda 18 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000    18    
   West 16 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000    16    
   South 2 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000    2    
OVERALL 295 7     175 90 6 21 1 1 1 
*Haplotypes not previously identified at Antigua        
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Table 2.2 Mean number of gene copies (N), number of alleles (A), allelic richness (AR), 
private allelic richness (PAR), and observed (HO) and expected (HE) heterozygosities for 
12 microsatellite markers at each location. AR and PAR values were estimated by 
rarefaction with a uniform sample size of 18. 
 
Location N A AR PAR HO HE 
Antigua-JB 503.2 15.6 8.2 0.8 0.848 0.848 
Antigua-NW 33.3 9.8 8.0 0.6 0.866 0.823 
Antigua-South 19.8 8.1 7.8 1.0 0.784 0.780 
Barbuda 33.8 9.7 7.8 0.6 0.834 0.829 
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Table 2.3 AMOVA and pairwise comparisons showing genetic structuring of Antigua 
and Barbuda and insular and continuous rookery groups, using haplotype frequencies 
(FST) and sequence distances (ΦST). FST and ΦST for regional pairwise comparisons are 
mean ± SD. 
 
 N FST ΦST 
Antigua and Barbuda AMOVA    
Nested AB sites 6 0.618** 0.626** 
Antiguan sites only 4 0.112* 0.028 
    
Regional AMOVAs    
All Wider-Caribbean rookeries 19 0.454** 0.563** 
Insular rookeries 8 0.583** 0.538** 
Continuous rookeries 11 0.359** 0.514** 
    
Regional Pairwise Comparisons    
Insular rookery pairs within 500km 19 0.605 ± 0.25 0.517 ± 0.31 
Continuous rookery pairs within 500km 4 0.118 ± 0.10 0.056 ± 0.07 
 
*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001 
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Figure 2.1 Hawksbill turtle rookeries in the Western Atlantic that have been genetically 
characterized with the 740-bp fragment of the mitochondrial CR. Inset shows Antigua 
and Barbuda, indicated on the main map by the red square. Blue circles indicate 
hawksbill rookeries that have been characterized in previous publications, black 
diamonds indicate the locations of new samples analyzed from Antigua and Barbuda, and 
the blue star indicates the Jumby Bay rookery that has been characterized in previous 
studies and re-analyzed with new samples in the current study (ANT: Jumby Bay, 
Antigua; BBL: Barbados Leeward; BBW: Barbados Windward; BRB: Bahia/Sergipe, 
Brazil; BRP: Pipa, Brazil; COL: Cabo de la Vela, Columbia; CRI: Tortuguero, Costa 
Rica; CUB: Doce Leguas, Cuba; DRJ: Jaragua, Dominican Republic; DRS: Saona Island, 
Dominican Republic; GUA: Marie Galante, Guadeloupe; MEX: Yucatan Peninsula, 
Mexico; NIC: Pearl Cays, Nicaragua; PRI: Mona Island, Puerto Rico; TOB: Tobago; 
USV: Buck Island, USVI). Map created using Maptool (SEATURTLE.ORG 2002). 
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Figure 2.2 Mitochondrial CR haplotype frequencies for nesting sites in Antigua and 
Barbuda. Circle area represents sample size. 
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Figure 2.3 Pairwise FST (below diagonal) and ΦST (above diagonal) comparisons of 
mitochondrial CR data for Antigua and Barbuda nesting sites. Asterisk indicates 
significant differentiation and underline indicates a significant exact test after FDR 
correction (*p < 0.015). Color strength (intensity) represents strength of genetic 
differentiation. 
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Figure 2.4 Pairwise FST (below diagonal) and G’’ST (above diagonal) comparisons of 
microsatellite data for Antigua and Barbuda nesting sites. Asterisk indicates significant 
differentiation after FDR correction (*p < 0.020). Color strength (intensity) represents 
strength of genetic differentiation. 
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Figure 2.5 Relationship between rookery isolation index and pairwise genetic distance 
(FST) for all rookery pairs within 1000km (black circles) and 2000km (gray circles). 
Pairwise FST values are plotted for each rookery’s isolation index. Pairwise rookery 
differentiation increased significantly with level of rookery isolation (R2 = 0.24 and 0.12 
for 1000km and 2000km respectively, p < 0.001 for both). 
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Figure 2.6 Graph of Coordinate 1 and 2 of a Principle Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) using 
a ΦST distance matrix of mitochondrial CR sequence data from Western Atlantic 
hawksbill rookeries. ANT-J: Jumby Bay; ANT-NW: Antigua-North/West; ANT-S: 
Antigua-South; BAR: Barbuda; BBL: Barbados Leeward; BBW: Barbados Windward; 
BRB: Bahia/Sergipe, Brazil; BRP: Pipa, Brazil; COL: Cabo de la Vela, Columbia; CRI: 
Tortuguero, Costa Rica; CUB: Cuba; DRJ: Jaragua, Dominican Republic; DRS: Saona 
Island, Dominican Republic; GUA: Marie Galante, Guadeloupe; MEX: Yucatan 
Peninsula, Mexico; NIC: Nicaragua; PRI: Mona Island, Puerto Rico; TOB: Tobago; 
USV: Buck Island, USVI. Solid diamonds indicate nesting sites of Antigua and Barbuda. 
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Figure 2.7 (a) Relationship between pairwise genetic distance (FST) and geographic 
distance for mitochondrial CR haplotypes of hawksbill rookeries. Insular rookery pairs 
are indicated by black diamonds and all other rookery pairs are indicated by yellow 
diamonds. (b) Correlogram of pairwise genetic (FST) and geographic distances with upper 
and lower 95% confidence limits for five distance classes composed of equal sample 
sizes. Data show no correlation (r) between pairwise genetic and geographic distances 
across the distance range. 
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Figure 2.8 Highest pairwise FST values for each distance class. Average highest FST 
values are plotted for insular and continuous rookery categories. 
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CHAPTER 3 
KIN STRUCTURE IN A CARIBBEAN HAWKSBILL TURTLE ROOKERY 
REVEALS PRECISE NATAL HOMING AND ESTIMATES OF AGE AT SEXUAL 
MATURITY2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 Levasseur KE, Stapleton SP, Quattro JM. Kin structure in a Caribbean hawksbill turtle rookery 
reveals precise natal homing and estimates of age at sexual maturity. In preparation. 
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3.1 Abstract 
 Marine turtles have long endured population declines and now face increasing 
contemporary threats, highlighting the need for population assessments and conservation 
action. However, managing these species remains a challenge as marine turtles have 
complex and extensive oceanic life cycles that hinder observation and tracking. Early life 
stages are particularly difficult to track, preventing empirical research of fundamental 
behavior and life history traits such as natal homing precision and time to sexual 
maturity. Regional natal homing is well-established, yet the precision or scale of homing 
behavior remains unclear. Similarly, age at maturity has been estimated with proxies, but 
estimates vary widely, and little direct evidence exists for this important life history trait. 
Here, we target these gaps in knowledge by assessing kinship among 256 females from 
Antigua’s Jumby Bay (JB) hawksbill rookery, a population with demonstrated long-term 
nest-site fidelity and neophyte assimilation. We estimate mother-daughter and full sibling 
relationships with a full probability, maximum-likelihood approach, incorporating 
genotypic data (12 microsatellite loci) with generational information (from long-term 
mark recapture histories) and exclusion data (from mitochondrial sequences). We then 
validate relationships with parentage assignment, pairwise relatedness estimators and 
Mendelian combinatorial methods. Within the JB rookery, 14 veteran nesters are the 
mothers of 41 young nesters and 94 individuals are grouped into 35 full sibships. 
Thirteen of the 14 veteran mothers show consistently high fidelity to JB for over two 
decades, providing compelling evidence that 40 of these daughters came from JB nests 
and have migrated back to this small (1km) and isolated natal site. Time between the first 
nesting seasons of mothers and daughters is 14-24 years, indicating time to maturity as 
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short as 14 years in Caribbean hawksbills. We propose that rookeries with highly 
philopatric individuals have limited colonization potential and will be increasingly 
threatened by nesting habitat loss. 
 
3.2 Introduction 
 Investigating genealogical relationships among individuals within a population is 
instrumental in understanding mating behavior, dispersal and life history traits in wild 
populations (Blouin 2003; Avise 2004). Parentage analyses revealed that many avian 
species long thought to be monogamous based on observations were in fact producing 
offspring through extra-pair copulations (Griffith et al. 2002). Genetic kinship studies 
have also revealed polygamy in reptiles (Uller and Olson 2008), parthenogenesis in 
sharks (Chapman et al. 2007), natal philopatry in marine organisms (Feldheim et al. 
2014; Salles et al. 2016), sperm dispersal in coral (Warner et al. 2016), and reproductive 
skew and sex-specific dispersal in primates (Städele et al. 2015; Vigilant et al. 2015). 
Reconstructing kin structure can be especially informative for endangered, fragmented or 
elusive species that are difficult to observe regularly (Avise 1998; Blouin 2003; Avise 
2004). 
 Marine turtles are one such group of imperiled species that remains a research and 
conservation challenge due in part to their inaccessibility during certain life history 
phases. Their complex and extensive oceanic life cycles hinder observation and tracking 
(Bolten 2003; Bowen and Karl 2007; Mansfield and Putnam 2013) while delayed 
reproductive maturity and long generation times complicate population and recovery 
assessments (Heppell et al. 2003). The pelagic, post-hatchling stage is particularly 
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difficult to observe. Hatchling size, high mortality rates and long periods of 
inaccessibility complicate long-term tracking (Bolton 2003; but see Mansfield et al. 
2014). This gap in knowledge prevents empirical research on fundamental behavior and 
life history traits such as natal philopatry (staying in or returning to one’s natal area to 
breed; Greenwood 1980) and age at maturity (Lohmann et al. 2013; Avens and Snover 
2013).  
Natal philopatry is a long-supported hypothesis for marine turtles (Carr 1967), 
however the scale of philopatry (i.e. the precision in natal homing) that these animals 
exhibit remains unclear (Bowen and Karl 2007; Lohmann et al. 2013). Extensive 
molecular evidence has shown genetic partitioning of rookeries, a pattern consistent with 
regional natal homing, but fine-scale resolution of this partitioning is lacking (Bowen and 
Karl 2007; Jensen et al. 2013; Lohmann et al. 2013; Komoroske et al. 2017; but see Lee 
et al. 2007, Browne et al. 2010 and Levasseur et al. 2019). Marine turtles are 
hypothesized to achieve precision in natal homing by using broad scale cues (magnetic 
fields) to navigate to the area and local cues (visual, chemical, hydrodymanic, etc.) to 
pinpoint the goal (Endres et al. 2016), however direct evidence is lacking. Identifying 
patterns of philopatry for depleted populations is especially important as it influences 
breeding behavior, genetic diversity and population connectivity (Greenwood 1980, 
Dittman & Quinn 1996, Svedäng et al. 2007, Baker et al. 2013), and can inform 
population delineations and evolutionary potential (Secor 2002; Avise 2004; Hueter et al. 
2005; Eizaguirre & Baltazar-Soares 2014). Further, nesting habitat is being altered at 
unprecedented rates (Schlacher et al. 2007; Nicholls & Cazenave 2010) and predicted to 
become increasingly unstable from the effects of climate change (Wong et al. 2014). 
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Consequently, populations exhibiting strong natal philopatry might face even greater 
threat if they are unable to colonize alternate nesting habitat (Levasseur et al. 2019). 
Knowledge of homing precision will therefore be increasingly important for the effective 
management of marine turtles. 
Similarly, age at sexual maturity (ASM) is a fundamental life-history trait that 
informs population and conservation assessments but remains difficult to ascertain in 
marine turtles (Avens and Snover 2013). Several methods have been employed to 
estimate age at maturity using proxies such as growth rates (Mendonça et al. 1981), 
skeletochronology (Zug et al. 1986) and bomb radiocarbon dating (Van Houtan et al. 
2016), however little direct evidence exists for this parameter (but see Dutton et al. 
2005). In addition, these estimates vary widely even for a species within the same region 
using the same method. Although ASM can vary naturally, both temporally and spatially, 
for a species depending on environmental and density-dependent factors (Avens and 
Snover 2013), imprecision variation in estimates can complicate population models and 
recovery forecasting, emphasizing the need for precise and direct estimates of ASM. 
Examining rookery structure at a fine-scale, by genotyping individuals and 
assessing kin relationships, can provide increased resolution regarding the scale of natal 
homing precision and, concomitantly, direct estimates of age at maturity (Dutton et al. 
2005; Feldheim et al. 2014). The presence of first-order genetic relationships, especially 
mother-daughter pairs, at high frequencies within a rookery would support the hypothesis 
of precise natal homing, and the time between the first nesting events of mothers and 
daughters would inform ASM. Kin relationships can be estimated from calculating the 
amount of shared genetic material (identity by descent) between individuals, e.g. parent-
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offspring and full-siblings share approximately 50% and half siblings share 
approximately 25% of their genomes. This amount of shared genetic material between 
relatives can vary however, depending on the number of chromosomes, the amount of 
crossover and the level of inbreeding present (Blouin 2003; Stadele and Vigilant 2016). 
Despite this, pedigree reconstruction methods have improved in recent years and accurate 
relationship estimates can be achieved by considering molecular marker quality, 
accounting for error rates, assessing concordance between different analytical methods, 
and supplementing genotypic data with demographic information and uniparentally-
inherited genetic data such as maternally-inherited mitochondrial DNA (Pemberton 2008; 
Jones et al. 2010; Harrison et al. 2013; Stadele and Vigilant 2016). 
Here we present the first comprehensive kinship study of a marine turtle rookery 
with demonstrated long-term nest-site fidelity and neophyte assimilation, providing direct 
evidence of natal philopatry and age at maturity in the critically endangered hawksbill 
turtle. The hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) is threatened by longstanding (e.g. 
harvest) and contemporary (e.g. habitat alteration, incidental catch and pollution) threats, 
in additional to continued commercial interest in hawksbill tortoise-shell (Mortimer and 
Donnelly 2008). Although some rookeries show evidence of population growth in recent 
years (Richardson et al. 2006; Beggs et al. 2007; Mortimer and Donnelly 2008; Kamel 
and Delcroix 2009), Caribbean populations have nonetheless declined by approximately 
95% from pre-Columbian numbers (Bjorndal and Jackson 2003), highlighting their need 
for timely and comprehensive conservation attention. Moreover, persistently small 
effective population sizes can lead to inbreeding depression, leaving populations 
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putatively less well equipped to adapt to a rapidly changing environment (Crnokrak and 
Roff 1999; Willi et al. 2006). 
We combine genotypic data from 256 individuals of the Jumby Bay (JB) 
hawksbill rookery in Antigua, West Indies, with long-term nesting histories and 
maternally-inherited genetic data to reconstruct genealogical structure. We validate our 
first-order relationships with pairwise relatedness estimators, a categorical allocation 
parentage method and a combinatorial full-sibship reconstruction program. We assess 
natal homing to a 1km nesting site using our mother-daughter and full-sibling pairs from 
JB and then re-analyze kinship with a broader geographic range by including 45 samples 
from nearby nesting sites of Antigua and Barbuda (AB). Finally, using long-term nesting 
histories to establish a female’s first nesting season, we estimate a maximum ASM based 
on the time that has elapsed between the first nesting seasons of mothers and their 
daughters. 
 
3.3 Methods 
3.3.1 Study site 
Jumby Bay (JB) is a small (1.2km2), privately-owned island located about 2km 
from the northeast coast of Antigua in the Eastern Caribbean (Figure 1 and 2). The 
primary JB nesting site (Pasture Beach) is a 650-meter crescent-shaped stretch of 
calcareous sand on the north coast (Figure 2). Other man-made beaches now line much of 
the rest of the island’s coastline, however nearly all of the island’s nesting activity 
remains on Pasture Beach and two small adjacent beaches located on either side of 
Pasture Beach. 
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3.3.2 Long-term nesting data 
The Jumby Bay Hawksbill Project (JBHP) has monitored the JB nesting site since 
1987, amassing long-term nesting data that includes individual nesting histories for over 
500 females. The JBHP uses intensive saturation tagging protocols to document all 
nesting events and identify all nesting individuals that use JB. All nesting females are 
given three unique tags, resulting in an extremely low rate of tag loss. An Open Robust 
Design, Multi-State model (ORD-MS) using JBHP’s long-term capture-mark-recapture 
(CMR) data estimated a nearly 100% capture rate per year (Kendall et al. 2019). The JB 
rookery represents a stable and isolated nesting aggregation characterized by high 
survivorship (0.935; Kendall et al. 2019) and recent population growth attributed to 
neophyte recruitment (Figure 3; Richardson et al. 2006; Stapleton et al. 2010). Despite 
evidence of imperfect fidelity to JB (Kendall et al. 2019; JBHP, unpubl. data), most 
females nesting at JB exhibit high nest-site fidelity within and between nesting seasons 
(JBHP, unpubl. data). Exploratory analyses of a single season showed one in four nests 
were laid within 30m from an individual’s previous nest (Levasseur et al. 2010). Given 
the JB rookery’s demonstrated high nest-site fidelity, the long-term assimilation of 
neophyes (first-time nesters) into the population and that nearly all Caribbean hawksbills 
re-migrate within four years, we assume unmarked nesters after 1990 are true first-time 
nesters (Figure 3).   
 
3.3.3 Samples 
Epithelial tissue was previously collected from hawksbill sea turtles nesting at JB 
(n = 256) and additional beaches of AB (n = 45) from 2010-2015 (see Levasseur et al. 
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2019). A small (~5mm2) piece of tissue from the trailing edge of a posterior flipper was 
cleaned with alcohol and removed with a sterile blade or biopsy punch following 
FitzSimmons et al. (1999). Tissue was removed during the second half of oviposition to 
minimize disturbance. Samples were preserved in either a saturated salt or ethanol 
solution and transported to the University of South Carolina (Import Permit 
#13US73008A/9) for analysis. Individuals encountered were double tagged with Inconel 
flipper tags to prevent sample replication. 
 
3.3.4 Genetic Data 
We used microsatellite and mitochondrial control region (CR) data previously 
reported by Levasseur et al. (2019). Individuals were genotyped with 12 highly 
polymorphic tetranucleotide-repeat microsatellite markers (Shamblin et al. 2013; mean 
PIC = 0.84, Levasseur et al. 2019). All alleles were visually inspected and verified after 
being scored with GeneMapper 4.0 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and loci 
that amplified poorly were re-amplified up to three times to improve genotype coverage. 
A random subset of 10% of individuals was re-genotyped to estimate genotyping error 
rates. Null allele error rates were estimated with MicroChecker (Van Oosterhaut 2004), 
CERVUS 3.0 (Kalinowski et al. 2007) and GenePop 4.2 (Raymond & Rousset 1995). 
Our suite of microsatellites was deemed powerful enough to estimate first-order degree 
relationships (i.e. parent-offspring and siblings) based on a low combined non-exclusion 
probability of first parent (2.6 x 10-5) and sibling identity (1.8 x 10-6; CERVUS 3.0, 
Kalinowski et al. 2007). Additionally, mitochondrial CR haplotypes, sequenced and 
trimmed to the standard 740bp fragment (Abreu-Grobois et al. 2006; LeRoux et al. 2012; 
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Levasseur et al. 2019), were used to provide information on maternal inheritance and as 
an independent means to inform exclusion analyses. 
 
3.3.5 Identifying mother-daughter pairs 
As reported in Levasseur et al. (2019), individuals with duplicate multi-locus 
genotypes were removed to eliminate sample replication. Samples with identical 
genotypes were assumed to be the same individual based on an extremely low combined 
non-exclusion probability of identity (7.9 x 10-19; CERVUS 3.0, Kalinowski et al. 2007). 
We then designated 220 younger JB nesters (tagged from 2000-2015) as “Offspring” and 
36 older JB nesters (tagged from 1987 to 1999) as “Candidate Moms” to establish a 
generational framework for pedigree reconstruction. 
We used COLONY 2.0 (Jones and Wang 2010) to reconstruct relationships within 
the JB rookery. COLONY implements a maximum-likelihood full-pedigree approach that 
considers all individuals simultaneously and can account for genotyping error (Wang 
2004; Wang and Santure 2009). For all runs, we allowed for both female and male 
polygamy and chose the highest setting for likelihood precision. We used conservative 
values for genotyping and null allele error rates (i.e. values greater than those estimated 
per locus) to prevent erroneous relationships. We also supplemented genotypic data with 
maternal and sibling exclusion data by utilizing mitochondrial CR haplotypes (i.e. two 
individuals cannot be mother-daughter, full siblings or maternal half siblings if they have 
different CR haplotypes). We ran COLONY ten times with these initial parameters to 
identify mother-daughter pairs within the JB rookery, using a conservative probability 
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(0.05) of having a mother present in the Candidate Mom pool and altering the random 
seed generator each time. 
Additional COLONY runs were performed to confirm these mother-daughter 
pairs with varying input parameters. Although COLONY can accommodate genotyping 
and null allele error by locus, one locus (ERIM32) had a genotyping error rate of 0.01 
and another (ERIM03) had a null allele error rate estimated between 0.05 and 0.08. To 
see if this error affected mother-daughter pairs, we ran the program ten additional times 
with these loci removed. The combined non-exclusion probability of identity increased 
slightly from 7.9 x 10-19 to 6.3 x 10-17 (CERVUS 3.0, Kalinowski et al. 2007) but 
remained low (i.e. capable of detecting first-order degree relationships). We also varied 
the probability of having a mother present in the Candidate Mom pool (from 0.001 to 
0.25) to see how this affected mother-daughter pairs. In addition, because marine turtle 
rookeries are composed of staggered and overlapping generations, we reran COLONY 
with an expanded Candidate Mom pool (n = 63) that included nesters first tagged in 
2000-2003 as potential moms. Finally, we ran the program with 45 additional samples of 
nesting females from nearby Antiguan and Barbudan beaches as offspring to determine if 
there were additional daughters found at nearby nesting sites. 
Mother-daughter pairs generated from COLONY runs were validated with two 
additional parentage analyses and two pairwise relatedness metrics. First, we confirmed 
mother-daughter pairs with a maximum-likelihood estimate of a parent-offspring 
relationship using ML-Relate (Kalinowski et al. 2007). Then we used a categorical 
allocation (i.e. parentage assignment) approach to assign candidate mothers to daughters 
using algorithms available in CERVUS 3.0 (Kalinowski et al. 2007). We also calculated 
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pairwise relatedness (r) using ML-Relate and the triadic IBD (identity by descent) 
coefficient (COANCESTRY, Wang 2011); the latter approach improves pairwise 
relatedness estimators by incorporating a third individual as a reference genotype (Wang 
2007).  
To test if veteran nesters with greater reproductive output had more daughters 
identified at JB, we performed a regression analysis on the relationship between the total 
number of nests deposited at JB and number of daughters identified for each veteran 
nester. We also categorized the 36 veteran nesters into those with high reproductive 
output (30+ nests to date) and those with low reproductive output (<30 nests to date) and 
tested if the number of daughters differed significantly between the two groups with a 
two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test. 
 
3.3.6 Sibship 
To indirectly assess the scale of natal philopatry in AB hawksbills, we ran 
COLONY four times with all sampled individuals (n = 301) from AB (including veteran 
JB nesters) as offspring to identify full sibling groups. COLONY settings and input 
parameters were consistent with those described above for initial runs. We used all 12 
markers for two runs and then removed the two markers with error for two additional 
runs. Full sibling groups were considered further if identified consistently in all four 
COLONY runs. We then validated the full sibling pairs with ML-Relate’s relationship 
estimator and KINALYZER (Ashley et al. 2009), a combinatorial sibling reconstruction 
method that utilizes the rules of Mendelian inheritance. 
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3.3.7 Age to Maturity 
To estimate age to maturity, we considered only the mother-daughter pairs for 
which first nesting seasons are known. After 1990, untagged individuals are assumed to 
be true first-time nesters (see Long-term nesting data above). All pairs that included 
mothers first documented before 1991 were removed since their first nesting seasons 
were unknown. For the remaining pairs, the time elapsed between the first nesting 
seasons of mothers and that of their daughters was used to estimate a ‘maximum’ time to 
maturity. We use the term maximum here because a daughter might not have been 
produced during the mother’s first nesting event, but rather, in later nesting seasons, 
thereby reducing the effective time to maturity. 
 
3.4 Results 
Genotypic data were available for 256 JB individuals, representing 50.4% of the 
total females identified at JB. Individuals sampled were of varying nesting experience 
(ranging from those on their first to 13th nesting season), first identified at JB from 1988 
to 2015 (Figure 4). The JB sample set represents 19.5% of older nesters first identified at 
JB from 1987-1999 and 68.1% of younger nesters first identified at JB from 2000-2015. 
Nearly all sampled individuals (96%) were genotyped at a minimum of 11 microsatellite 
loci and 77% were genotyped at all 12 loci.  
Mitochondrial CR sequences from all AB hawksbills had 12 polymorphic sites 
overall that defined 7 haplotypes (Levasseur et al. 2019). The JB rookery had 2 dominant 
haplotypes (EiA01 and EiA03) and 3 others in low frequencies (EiA11, EiA20 and 
EiA83), with haplotype and nucleotide diversities of 0.491 and 0.007, respectively. The 
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younger JB nesters had higher haplotype diversity than the older nesters. The younger 
nesters had all 5 haplotypes at frequencies of 0.607 (EiA01), 0.365 (EiA03), 0.014 
(EiA11), 0.009 (EiA20) and 0.005 (EiA83) whereas the older nesters have only the 2 
dominant haplotypes at frequencies of 0.694 (EiA01) and 0.306 (EiA03). 
 
3.4.1 Mother-daughter pairs 
The varying COLONY runs with a generation break at 1999/2000 identified 47 
mother-daughter pairs within the JB rookery, however six of these pairs were 
inconsistently identified among runs (Table 1). Forty-one pairs were consistently 
identified across all initial COLONY runs, including the 10 runs with two markers 
removed. ML-Relate identified 40 of these 41 pairs to be parent-offspring relationships 
and CERVUS confirmed all 41 mother-daughter pairs. Triadic IBD and pairwise ML-
Relate relatedness estimates were also found to be consistent with parent-offspring values 
in all but one of the 41 pairs. When reducing the probability of a mother present in the 
Candidate Mom pool from 0.05 to 0.001 (the lowest value COLONY allows), 40 of these 
41 pairs were still identified with 100% likelihood. When including the 2000-2003 
nesters as Candidate Moms, the 41 previously identified pairs were again identified, and 
one additional female first identified in 2003 was identified as a mother to a new nester. 
This additional pair was identified in all four runs using 12 markers but then 
inconsistently identified when removing the two markers with error. When including the 
45 sampled individuals nesting at AB beaches, one female that nested on the west coast 
of Antigua was identified inconsistently as a daughter of a veteran JB nester. 
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The number of daughters identified per veteran nester varied from zero to five 
(Figure 5). Fourteen of the 36 veteran nesters (39%) had daughters present at JB. The 
majority of these (11 out of 14) had more than one daughter identified at JB. Generally, 
the greater a veteran female’s reproductive output (i.e. the more nests she deposited on JB 
to date), the more daughters she had nesting at JB. The number of daughters identified for 
a veteran nester increased significantly with the number of nests deposited (r = 0.344, p = 
0.04). When splitting veteran nesters into two groups based on their total reproductive 
output (greater or less than 30 nests), veteran nesters with over 30 nests to date (ranging 
from 31-53 nests) had significantly more daughters nesting at JB (Mann-Whitney U = 
81.5, n1 = 15, n2 = 21, p < 0.02) than those with less than 30 nests to date (ranging from 8 
to 28 nests). The 15 veteran nesters with over 30 nests have 31 daughters nesting at JB 
(2.1 daughters on average) while the 21 moms with less than 30 nests have 14 daughters 
nesting at JB (0.7 daughters on average). However, the veteran mom with the highest 
number of documented nests to date (n = 53) had zero daughters in the young nester pool 
and the veteran mom with the lowest number of documented nests to date (n = 8) had one 
daughter in the young nester pool. Similarly, three veteran nesters with relatively low 
total nests to date (n = 21-22) had 3 or 4 daughters each in the young nester pool.  
 
3.4.2 Full sibling pairs 
When reconstructing pedigree relationships with all 301 AB individuals, 100 
individuals were consistently grouped into 38 full sibling groups (i.e. full sibships) 
ranging in size from 2 to 6 individuals. All full sibships were composed of individuals 
found nesting within 5km of each other. Most sibships (35) were of JB nesters, two 
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sibships were of Barbudan nesters and one sibship pair was from Antigua’s south coast. 
No full siblings were found among the veteran JB nesters. Many of the 35 full sibships of 
JB individuals were composed of individuals with similar tagging years. Arrival at JB 
(i.e. tagging year) for full sibling groups had an average range of 4.06 years (s.d. = 3.10), 
ranging from arrival in the same year to arriving 13 years apart (Figure 6). 
 
3.4.3 Age at Maturity 
We identified 21 mother-daughter pairs that were tagged after 1990 (Table 2). 
The time between the first nesting seasons of these mothers and their daughters ranged 
from 14 to 24 years and averaged 19 years. We estimate the maximum age at maturity for 
JB hawksbills is therefore 14-24 years. The shortest time to sexual maturity is our lowest 
value of 14 years.  
 
3.5 Discussion 
3.5.1 Extreme precision in natal homing 
We provide increased resolution to natal homing precision by assessing kin 
structure in a marine turtle rookery with demonstrated long-term nest-site fidelity and 
neophyte assimilation. Conservatively, 14 of the 36 veteran JB nesters we were able to 
sample have a total of 41 daughters nesting at JB. We have confidence in these mother-
daughter pairs as they were identified consistently across all COLONY runs (using 12 
markers and removing the two markers with error) and then validated with a parentage 
assignment analysis with CERVUS, a relationship estimator with ML-Relate and two 
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pairwise relatedness estimators. These mother-daughter pairs within the JB rookery 
support the hypothesis of precise natal homing rather than regional natal homing. 
Since we do not have complete sampling of other nesting beaches in the region, 
we cannot know how many females originating from JB nests are homing to other 
locations. However, our data provide evidence that at least some JB females are homing 
to a 1km natal site. Also, our inclusion of samples from nearby AB beaches indicates that 
some daughters of veteran JB nesters have weaker philopatry. One daughter (WS8853) of 
a veteran nester had been documented nesting on both JB and the west coast of Antigua 
within the same nesting season. She first nested at JB, false crawled at JB two weeks later 
and after an absence of six weeks, was seen nesting 15km away on the west coast of 
Antigua. This might demonstrate precise homing during the breeding migration and 
subsequent weak nest-site fidelity. Another female sampled from the west coast of 
Antigua (at a straight-line distance of 16km from Pasture Beach) that has not been 
documented on JB was identified as a daughter to another veteran JB nester, providing 
evidence of weaker homing precision. 
As demonstrated by WS8853, although the majority of JB hawksbills have strong 
nest-site fidelity within and between seasons, fidelity varies by individual and some JB 
females lay nests outside of JB. Three individuals tagged on JB have been observed 
nesting on mainland Antiguan beaches and another was found nesting 300km away at 
Buck Island (JBHP, unpubl. data). Considering this, we examined the fidelity of our 
veteran JB nesters to assess our confidence in whether the daughters of these veterans 
originated from nests deposited on JB (i.e. are truly homing to a 1km natal site). We 
examined the individual nesting histories of the 14 veteran nesters of our mother-
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daughter pairs, looking for several indicators of weak fidelity, e.g. nests documented 
outside of JB, missed nests (i.e. inter-nesting intervals of greater than 22 days or a false 
crawl without a subsequent nesting event), 1-clutch seasons and remigration intervals 
greater than 6 years (see Supplemental Table A). We note that some of these values 
(particularly 1-clutch seasons and long remigration intervals) might reflect on the health 
or foraging area of a nester rather than weak fidelity. Considering all indicators together, 
we estimate that five of these veteran moms use Pasture Beach exclusively, eight use 
Pasture and peripheral beaches, and one individual is a potential wanderer with seven 
missed nests over six nesting seasons. Although the majority of this individual’s nests 
were laid on JB, her daughter could have come from a nest laid outside of JB. We are 
confident, however, that the 40 daughters of the other 13 veteran moms originated from 
nests deposited on Pasture or peripheral beaches (i.e., a 1km natal site). 
The full sibling groups further indicate precise natal homing indirectly. All 38 full 
sibling groups were found nesting within 5km of each other. The 35 full sibships from JB 
nested within 1km of each other, the two full sibships from Barbuda nested within 1.5 
and 5.0km of each other, respectively, and the full siblings from Antigua’s south coast 
nested 4.1km from each other. No full siblings were found nesting at two different 
locations of AB. Although we cannot know if full siblings came from the same nest or 
even the same nesting season (due to the ability of females to store sperm and the 
possibility of multiple mating events with the same male), the strong and consistent nest-
site fidelity observed in the majority of AB hawksbills suggests that full-siblings likely 
came from the same area even if they’re from different clutches. We find it remarkable 
that 100 of the 301 females sampled from AB were grouped into full sibships and that all 
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sibships were found nesting within 5km of each other considering the samples came from 
nesting sites separated by as much as 75km (straight-line distance between our northern-
most and southern-most samples). Assessing full sibships with additional samples from 
mainland Antigua and Barbuda sites, along with samples from other islands in the region 
would help determine (albeit indirectly) the scale of philopatry in hawksbills and how far 
from natal areas reproductively mature females are capable of colonizing. 
 
3.5.2 Age at Maturity 
Our study also sheds light on age at maturity in the critically endangered 
hawksbill turtle. The 21 mother-daughter pairs identified after 1990 indicate that the 
maximum time to reproductive maturity is from 14 to 24 years. Since we are unable to 
know if these daughters came from their mothers’ first or a later nesting season, age at 
maturity could be earlier than 14-24 years. To date, estimates of time to maturity have 
almost entirely relied on proxies, such as growth rates, skeletochronology and bomb 
radiocarbon-dating that can vary widely (Avens and Snover 2013; but see Dutton et al. 
2005). Here, we provide direct estimates of age at maturity by utilizing the long-term 
CMR data from the JBHP to establish the first nesting seasons of mothers and their 
daughters. We note the possibility that the mothers of these 21 pairs nested before JBHP 
identification, either before 1987 (when saturation tagging began) or at an unmonitored 
site. However, we believe this to be unlikely due to the low rate of 5+ year remigration 
intervals in Caribbean hawksbills (Richardson et al. 1999, 2006; Beggs et al. 2007) and 
the strong nest-site fidelity demonstrated for each of these mothers (see above 
explanation and Supplemental Table). 
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These estimates align with recent studies of growth rates and skeletochronology 
that indicate age at maturity could be earlier than previously thought for Caribbean 
hawksbills. Studies of growth rates in Caribbean hawksbills have typically suggested 
over 20 years to maturity (Boulon 1994; Crouse 1999; Diez and van Dam 2002), however 
a more recent study showed high rates of growth in juvenile hawksbills in the British 
Virgin Islands and suggested the possibility of maturation in less than 10 years (Hawkes 
et al. 2014). The authors note however that they lack data for the post-hatchling and sub-
adult phases that could better inform estimates (Hawkes et al. 2014). In addition, a recent 
skeletochronology study of stranded hawksbills on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the 
U.S. estimated a minimum age to maturation of 16 years (Clark et al. 2017). This 
consensus of earlier age to maturity across several methodologies might reflect more 
accurate estimates or increased maturation rates over time. However, a recent analysis 
using an extensive and long-term data set of western Atlantic hawksbills indicated an 
overall decline in growth rates (Bjorndal et al. 2016). Regardless, the shorter estimates of 
time to maturity could lead to faster population recovery due to earlier recruitment to 
nesting habitats. Continued research targeting direct estimates of time to maturity with 
mother-daughter pairs is important to better understand this fundamental life history trait, 
how much it varies within and among rookeries and if average age at maturity is 
changing over time. Further, monitoring this parameter long-term will be increasingly 
important to track changes in response to climate change effects. For example, coral 
bleaching might change reef community composition, resulting in macroalgae or sponge-
dominated reef communities (Mumby et al. 2007; Hawkes et al. 2009) that could either 
decrease or increase the hawksbill’s primary food source (Meylan 1988; Leon and 
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Bjorndal 2002). Additionally, rising sea surface temperatures could potentially increase 
early growth rates (Du et al. 2007). 
The full sibling groups identified in this study can also indirectly inform our 
understanding of how much variation exists in time to maturity. Rates of development 
likely vary among individuals and foraging grounds naturally depending on inherited, 
density dependent and environmental factors such as variations in foraging quality and 
quantity (Avens and Snover 2013). Again, while we cannot know if full siblings came 
from the same nesting season due to the ability of females to store sperm and the 
possibility of multiple mating events with the same male across years, sperm storage 
across nesting seasons has rarely been documented and assumed to be minimal due to 
sperm deterioration (Jensen et al. 2006; Sakaoka et al. 2013; but see Phillips et al. 2014a) 
and intercepting the same male across years is unlikely. Assuming full siblings come 
from the same nesting season, the first nesting seasons of our full siblings indicate that 
time to maturity ranges from as low as zero years to as high as 13 years for full sibling 
groups (Figure 6). However, this is speculative and likely an underestimate, considering 
that additional full siblings could have arrived at JB after 2015 (when sampling for this 
study ended), potentially extending these ranges.  
 
3.5.3 Implications and future directions 
We find it remarkable that an animal is capable of migrating back to a 1km natal 
site after a putative decade-long (or longer) absence from the area. Studies suggest that 
marine turtles detect magnetic field intensities (Lohmann and Lohmann 1996) and 
inclination angles (Lohmann and Lohmann 1994) and use these properties to navigate 
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back to their natal beaches (Brothers and Lohmann 2015; Brothers and Lohmann 2018). 
Magnetic field isolines shift gradually over time at variable rates, producing predictable 
shifts in nesting densities over time if marine turtles were using these isolines to find a 
nesting site (Brothers and Lohmann 2015). However, using magnetic field cues alone to 
navigate back to patchy or insular nesting habitat (e.g. the Lesser Antilles) after a long 
absence is problematic as shifts in isolines could lead turtles to an area without suitable 
habitat. The magnetic field intensity and inclination angle isolines run in an approximate 
east-west direction in the Eastern Caribbean and are gradually shifting north at variable 
rates (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration). For example, the total 
magnetic field intensity and inclination angle signatures present at Pasture Beach in 1994 
shifted northward and 15 years later (in 2009) were found 330 and 250km north of 
Pasture Beach, respectively and over 150km from the nearest landmass (International 
Geomagnetic Reference Field, 12th generation). The extreme precision in natal homing 
demonstrated by JB hawksbills supports the hypothesis of multiphase navigation in long-
distance homing migrations, i.e. the integration of various cues or mechanisms at 
multiple scales (Bett and Hinch 2016; Endres et al. 2016; Mouritsen 2018). Marine turtles 
homing with extreme precision are likely using magnetic field information for broad 
scale navigation to their natal area and local cues (e.g. visual, chemical, hydrodynamic) 
to pinpoint their natal goal (Endres et al. 2016; Mouritsen 2018). However, population 
level studies of rookery structure indicate that not all marine turtle populations home with 
precision (Jensen et al. 2013). We hypothesize that turtles migrating back to insular natal 
sites (e.g. Jumby Bay or the Lesser Antilles) are under selection to home with higher 
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precision in order to locate nesting habitat in a region where it is scarce and patchy 
(Levasseur et al. 2019). 
Although advantageous in locating stable nesting habitat, extreme and repeatedly 
philopatric behavior can limit colonization potential and present a heightened threat to 
nesting populations experiencing habitat loss. Nesting habitat is increasingly being 
altered by development and the effects of climate change (Schlacher et al. 2007; Nicholls 
& Cazenave 2010; Wong et al. 2014). Considering the extreme precision in natal homing 
demonstrated here by some JB hawksbills, it will become increasingly important to 
understand if highly philopatric individuals can adapt and colonize new habitat in the 
event their habitat becomes unsuitable. Also important will be understanding if highly 
philopatric behavior is found in related individuals, as this would indicate family groups 
(and potentially genetic diversity) will be at risk. We find it interesting that the 41 
daughters identified at JB are unevenly distributed among the 36 veteran nesters and 
wonder if this indicates high precision in natal homing is common for some family 
groups and not others. Eight veteran nesters had 3 to 5 daughters identified while 22 
veteran nesters had no daughters identified (Figure 5). Another possibility, however, is 
that the veteran nesters without daughters identified are producing male offspring rather 
than female offspring. Examining these individuals’ long-term nesting histories to 
determine if they are consistently choosing cooler or wetter nesting sites (i.e. under 
vegetation) that produce more male hatchlings would be informative. 
This study demonstrates the utility of long-term CMR data in reconstructing kin 
relationships from genetic data in wild populations. By combining biparentally-inherited 
genotypes with maternally-inherited sequences and individual nesting histories, we show 
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natal homing to a 1km nesting site and time to maturity as fast as 14 years in Caribbean 
hawksbills. These results can help inform population delineations, management units, 
population modeling and how threatening habitat loss will become for certain rookeries. 
Continued sampling of new JB nesters is important to detect more daughters recruiting to 
the rookery and provide additional estimates of maximum age at maturity. Increased 
sampling of AB beaches and including samples from additional nearby islands in kinship 
analyses is also important for understanding the ability of the highly philopatric hawksbill 
turtle to stray and colonize new nesting sites.  
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Table 3.1 List of mother-daughter pairs, the programs that identified pairs as parent-
offspring, number of COLONY runs that identified pairs (using all 12 loci and with 2 
removed), pairwise relatedness estimator (ML-Relate) and triadic IBD coefficient 
(COANCESTRY). Asterisks indicate additional COLONY identification at 0.001 
probability of a mother in the Candidate Mom pool. Shaded pairs are considered 
validated. CO: COLONY; CE: CERVUS; ML: ML-Relate. 
 
  Daughter Mother Parent-Offspring 12 Loci 10 Loci Pairwise Triadic 
1 XXA225 PPN049 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
2 XXA299 PPN049 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.509 0.481 
3 WE366 PPN055 CO, CE, ML 10* 10 0.531 0.481 
4 WE384 PPN058 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.460 
5 WE5032 PPN060 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.558 0.483 
6 WE5034 PPN049 CO, CE 4* 3 0.401 0.413 
7 WE5036 PPN058 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
8 WE5185 PPN031 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
9 WE5224 PPN084 CO, CE, ML 10 10 0.551 0.540 
10 WE5226 PPN031 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.515 0.509 
11 WE5278 PPN055 CO, CE, ML 10* 10 0.500 0.500 
12 WH5620 PPN040 CO, CE, ML 9 0 0.540 0.537 
13 WH5630 PPN031 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
14 WH5634 QQZ108 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
15 WH5640 QQZ124 CO, CE, ML 10 2 0.500 0.500 
16 WH5644 PPN058 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.557 0.526 
17 WH5670 QQZ136 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
18 WH5680 PPN031 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.564 0.574 
19 WH5710 QQB996 CO, CE, ML 10* 10 0.521 0.544 
20 WH5712 PPN049 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.519 0.512 
21 WH5722 QQZ136 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
22 WH5760 QQZ136 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.515 0.510 
23 WH5768 QQZ132 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.506 
24 WH5770 PPN060 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
25 WH5774 PPC914 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
26 WS1019 PPN031 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
27 WS1074 PPN058 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.537 0.516 
28 WS1110 QQZ136 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.533 0.528 
29 WS1112 PPC914 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.526 0.500 
30 WS1144 PPN049 CO, CE 10* 10* 0.402 0.359 
31 WS1164 PPC914 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.547 0.552 
32 WS1180 QQZ132 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.503 0.516 
33 WS1182 PPN051 CO, CE, ML 9 0 0.500 0.500 
34 WS1188 QQZ132 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
35 WS1189 PPN060 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.537 0.560 
36 WS1194 QQB933 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
37 WS8802 QQZ132 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
38 WS8812 PPN060 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
39 WS8815 QQZ156 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
40 WS8838 QQZ108 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
41 WS8844 QQZ193 CO, CE, ML 7 0 0.561 0.535 
42 WS8853 QQZ136 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
43 WS8855 QQB933 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
44 WS8858 QQZ193 CO 5 0 0.316 0.262 
45 WS8864 QQZ156 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
46 WS8870 QQB933 CO, CE, ML 10* 10* 0.500 0.500 
47 WS8974 QQZ180 CO, CE, ML 10 10 0.500 0.500 
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Table 3.2 List of mother-daughter pairs after 1990, year each individual was first 
identified at JB (assumed to be first nesting season) and estimated time to maturity (years 
elapsed between the first nesting seasons of mothers and daughters). 
 
  Mother Year Tagged Daughter Year Tagged Years Elapsed 
1 QQB933 1991 WS1194 2014 23 
2 QQB933 1991 WS8855 2015 24 
3 QQB933 1991 WS8870 2015 24 
4 QQB996 1992 WH5710 2009 17 
5 QQZ108 1993 WH5634 2008 15 
6 QQZ108 1993 WS8838 2015 22 
7 QQZ132 1994 WH5768 2011 17 
8 QQZ132 1994 WS1180 2014 20 
9 QQZ132 1994 WS1188 2014 20 
10 QQZ132 1994 WS8802 2014 20 
11 QQZ136 1994 WH5670 2009 15 
12 QQZ136 1994 WH5722 2009 15 
13 QQZ136 1994 WH5760 2010 16 
14 QQZ136 1994 WS1110 2014 20 
15 QQZ136 1994 WS8853 2015 21 
16 QQZ156 1994 WS8815 2014 20 
17 QQZ156 1994 WS8864 2015 21 
18 QQZ180 1995 WS8974 2015 20 
19 PPC914 1997 WH5774 2011 14 
20 PPC914 1997 WS1112 2014 17 
21 PPC914 1997 WS1164 2014 17 
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Table 3.3 List of veteran JB moms with daughters identified at JB and the year tagged, 
number of nesting seasons to date, maximum remigration interval (MRI), total number of 
missed nests (MN), number of 1-clutch seasons (1CS), number of records on side 
beaches (SB) and estimated nesting range. PA: Pasture Beach; SB: side beach; RB: resort 
beach; FC: false crawl. Single and double asterisks signify possible and highly likely 
indicator, respectively, of weak fidelity. 
 
ID Tagged Seasons MRI MN 1CS SB Estimated Range 
PPN031 1988 12 4 1 2* 7* PA, SB 
PPN049 1988 7 6* 2 0 0 PA 
PPN055 1988 8 4 1 0 0 PA 
PPN058 1988 13 3 5* 0 3 PA, SB 
PPN060 1988 8 3 2 0 1 PA 
PPN084 1989 6 7* 7** 0 6* PA, SB, RB, other 
QQB933 1991 9 4 1 1* 1 PA, SB 
QQB996 1992 8 6* 0 0 0 PA 
QQZ108 1993 10 3 1 0 0 PA 
QQZ132 1994 7 5 2 1* 2 PA, SB 
QQZ136 1994 8 4 7** 0 5* PA, SB 
QQZ156 1994 9 3 4* 0 12* PA, SB 
QQZ180 1995 7 4 0 0 0 PA 
PPC914 1997 5 5 3* 0 2 PA, SB 
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Figure 3.1 Map of the Eastern Caribbean with inset of Antigua and Barbuda indicating 
the offshore island of Jumby Bay (Long Island). Map created using SEATURTLE.ORG’s 
Maptool (2002). 
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Figure 3.2 Satellite image of Jumby Bay Island with the primary nesting beach (Pasture 
Beach) lined in yellow and the peripheral beaches indicated with arrows. Image by 
Google Earth. 
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Figure 3.3 Number of total and first-time nesters per year from 1987 to 2018. Unmarked 
individuals identified after 1990 are assumed to be true first-time nesters given 1) the 
long-term assimilation of first-time nesters into the Jumby Bay rookery, 2) the high nest-
site fidelity of Jumby Bay nesters and 3) nearly all JB nesters re-migrate after 4 years 
(Richardson et al. 1999). 
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Figure 3.4 Proportion of nesting population sampled for this study by female arrival 
year. 
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Figure 3.5 Plot of veteran nesters (candidate moms) by year tagged vs. young nesters (daughters) by year tagged showing 41 mother-
daughter pairs within the Jumby Bay rookery over time. 
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Figure 3.6 Full sibships at Jumby Bay and the year each individual was first identified at Jumby Bay. Each row contains a full sibling 
group, dots indicate the year individuals were first identified and shading represents the range of first identification for each sibship.
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CHAPTER 4 
INDIRECT ASSESSMENT OF THE MALE COMPONENT OF A HAWKSBILL 
TURTLE BREEDING POPULATION3 
 
 
3 Levasseur KE, Stapleton SP, Quattro JM. Low rates of multiple paternity and a balanced 
breeding sex ratio indicated for Eastern Caribbean hawksbill turtles. In preparation. 
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4.1 Abstract 
Despite advances in oceanic monitoring, much of our current knowledge of 
marine turtle biology comes from nesting females and hatchlings. Far less is known about 
the male component of populations and details of oceanic life stages, such as migratory 
and reproductive behavior. Understanding breeding sex ratios and mating behavior is 
necessary for accurate population and recovery assessments for these imperiled species. 
In addition, marine turtles exhibit temperature-dependent sex determination, and 
populations are predicted to become female-biased as the climate continues to warm. 
Consequently, establishing current breeding sex ratios and tracking how they change over 
time is imperative, especially considering the mounting evidence of female-biased sex 
ratios already documented in marine turtles at multiple age classes. Here, we investigate 
breeding sex ratios and mating behavior in Eastern Caribbean hawksbill turtles by 
reconstructing paternal genotypes using molecular genetic assays on nesting females and 
their hatchlings at Jumby Bay (JB), Antigua. We genotyped 681 hatchlings from the nests 
of 23 females with 5 polymorphic microsatellite markers. After verifying maternal 
identities, we established paternal identities with COLONY 2.0, a maximum-likelihood, 
full-pedigree reconstruction program. We ran the program five times with the highest 
likelihood setting, using conservative locus-specific error rates. Overall, 24 discrete male 
genotypes were reconstructed from the nests of 23 females at JB, suggesting a nearly 
even sex ratio for the JB breeding population. Single paternity was found for the nests of 
21 out of the 23 females. Multiple paternity was found for the remaining two nests 
(8.7%), with two fathers contributing to hatchling genotypes in each nest. Primary 
paternal contribution for nests with multiple sires was 57 and 80%, respectively. One 
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male also sired the clutches of two different females, with no other paternal contributions. 
The low rate of polyandry found in our study is consistent with the results of hawksbill 
paternity studies from other regions and might reflect a low density of breeding 
individuals in the Eastern Caribbean. 
 
4.2 Introduction 
The number of breeding individuals in a population and their contributions to 
offspring have important effects on population resiliency. Skewed operational sex ratios 
(OSRs; the relative number of breeding males and females in a population) and 
polygamous mating behavior reduce effective population sizes (Anthony and Blumstein 
2000; Stiver et al. 2008; Duong et al. 2013). Small populations, in turn, are predicted to 
have reduced adaptive potential as they are more susceptible to genetic diversity loss and 
inbreeding depression through genetic drift (Frankham 2005; Willi et al. 2006; 
Charlesworth 2009). Understanding patterns in OSRs and mating behavior are therefore 
especially important for species of conservation concern already characterized by small 
and/or fragmented populations. 
Determining current (e.g. present-day) OSRs is becoming increasingly important 
for marine turtle conservation, not only for population modeling and viability analyses 
but also to better understand potential shifts in sex ratios due to climate change (Heppell 
et al. 2003; Stewart and Dutton 2011; Jensen et al. 2013; Jensen et al. 2018). Marine 
turtles, like other reptiles, have temperature-dependent sex determination (TSD) in which 
warmer incubation temperatures lead to the skewed development of females (Mrosovsky 
and Yntema 1980). As incubation temperatures increase with our currently warming 
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climate (IPCC 2018), more female hatchlings are expected to be produced that could lead 
to female-biased adult populations (Janzen 1994; Hawkes et al. 2007). Highly skewed 
adult sex ratios could reduce reproductive capacity and effective population sizes 
(Heppell et al. 2003), further threatening already imperiled marine turtle populations 
(Hulin et al. 2009). Studies have long suggested female-biased hatchling ratios 
(Broderick et al. 2000; Wibbels 2003) and recently indicated an extreme female bias in 
foraging juveniles and adults originating from warmer nesting beaches of the northern 
Great Barrier Reef (Jensen et al. 2018), emphasizing the urgency in establishing current 
baseline OSRs as a means to monitor shifts in sex ratios over time. 
However, studying breeding individuals and behaviors is difficult for some 
marine organisms, especially so for marine turtles. Despite advances in oceanic 
monitoring techniques (Hart and Hyrenbach 2009; Hazen et al. 2012; Schofield et al. 
2017; Rees et al. 2018) and a growing number of in-water studies, much of our current 
knowledge of marine turtles still comes from nesting females and their nests, stages of 
the life cycle that are comparatively easy to observe. Far less is known about the male 
component of populations and activity that occurs in the marine environment, such as 
breeding behavior. In-water capture-mark-recapture programs and satellite telemetry 
have made individual tracking possible, improving our understanding of breeding 
migrations and home ranges (Plotkin 2003; van Dam et al. 2008; Hart and Hyrenbach 
2009; Hazen et al. 2012; Rees et al. 2013). More recently, unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs) have facilitated direct observation of in-water individuals, and thereby provide 
some access to breeding individuals (Schofield et al. 2017; Rees et al. 2018). 
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Genetic techniques as applied to highly accessible nesting individuals provide an 
alternative method to indirectly target the male breeding population. The males present in 
a breeding population and their contributions to nests can be examined indirectly by 
reconstructing paternal genotypes from the genotypes of nesting females and their 
hatchlings (Jensen et al. 2013; Komoroske et al. 2017). Genetic paternity studies have 
now been completed on all species of sea turtle and show highly variable patterns in 
breeding behavior and OSRs both inter- and intra-specifically (Fitzsimmons 1998; 
Kichler et al. 1999; Jensen et al. 2006; Theissinger et al. 2009; Stewart and Dutton 2011; 
Lasala et al. 2013; Phillips et al. 2013; Wright et al. 2013; Tedeschi et al. 2015; Gaos et 
al. 2018; Lee et al. 2018 among others). This high variation within and among species 
highlights the need for studies representing regional and local populations. 
Despite a growing number of hawksbill paternity studies (Table 4.1; Joseph and 
Shaw 2011; Phillips et al. 2013, 2014a, 2014b; González-Garza et al. 2015; Natoli et al. 
2017; Gaos et al. 2018), no previous studies have targeted Eastern Caribbean hawksbills 
and only a single study has included Atlantic hawksbills (González-Garza et al. 2015). 
Eastern Caribbean hawksbills exhibit unusually high natal homing precision to insular 
nesting habitat (Levasseur et al. 2019; Figure 1). In fact, kinship analyses have provided 
compelling evidence that a considerable number of hawksbills at one rookery are 
returning to nest at a 1km natal site (Chapter 3; Levasseur et al., in prep). We hypothesize 
that this high and repeated navigational precision to nesting sites limits the extent of 
oceanic movements in these hawksbills and as a consequence, their encounter rates with 
breeding males. This would be reflected in low rates of polyandry (i.e. multiple 
paternity). Moreover, hawksbill turtle populations are Critically Endangered (Mortimer 
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and Donnelly 2008). Although some rookeries indicate population growth (Richardson et 
al. 2006; Beggs et al. 2007; Mortimer and Donnelly 2008; Kamel and Delcroix 2009), 
Caribbean populations have declined precipitously from pre-Columbian numbers (~95%; 
Bjorndal and Jackson 2003), warranting conservation attention that, as its basis, includes 
estimates of OSR. 
Here, we describe mating behavior and establish baseline OSRs for Eastern 
Caribbean hawksbills by reconstructing paternal genotypes from nesting females and 
their hatchlings at Jumby Bay (JB), Antigua. We assess 1) polyandry in nesting females 
by determining the rate of multiple paternity within clutches, 2) the OSR of the JB 
breeding population by comparing the total number of reconstructed male genotypes to 
the total number of female nesters analyzed and 3) genetic diversity for the male and 
female components of the breeding population. The JB nesting population presents an 
opportunity to investigate mating behavior and OSRs for strongly philopatric hawksbills 
of varying nesting experience at a stable and isolated rookery of the highly insular 
Leeward Island region. The JB population has been monitored intensively since 1987 and 
is characterized by high survivorship (0.935; Kendall et al. 2019) and recent population 
growth (Richardson et al. 2006; Stapleton et al. 2010; Kendall et al. 2019). In addition, a 
female’s first appearance at JB is assumed to be her true first nesting experience due to 
high capture rates (probability of identifying females nesting at JB), long-term nest-site 
fidelity and demonstrated neophyte assimilation (Kendall et al. 2019).  
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4.3 Methods 
4.3.1 Field site 
The Eastern Caribbean island of Antigua hosts a relatively dense nesting 
aggregation of hawksbill turtles on the offshore island of Jumby Bay (JB; Long Island; 
Figure 1). Approximately 60-70 females deposit 4-5 nests each at JB’s 1km nesting site 
each year from June to November (Richardson et al. 2006; Kendall et al. 2019). The 
Jumby Bay Hawksbill Project (JBHP) has monitored the nesting population since 1987 
with intensive saturation-tagging protocols to document all females and nesting events. 
 
4.3.2 Sample collection 
Samples were collected from nesting females and their offspring during the 2013 
nesting season with approval from Antigua and Barbuda’s Fisheries Division. Nesting 
females of varying nesting experience and seasonal arrival at JB were targeted for this 
study as an accurate representation of the 2013 nesting cohort. Epithelial tissue samples 
were collected from the trailing edge of a nesting female’s posterior flipper during the 
second half of oviposition to minimize disturbance (Fitzsimmons et al. 1999). The biopsy 
site was cleaned with alcohol and a small (5mm2) piece of skin was removed with a 
sterile blade or biopsy punch. Nests of each target female were marked and monitored to 
sample hatchlings at emergence. Nests were caged and closely monitored (checked 
hourly) after 55 days of incubation. At emergence, 20-50 hatchlings were selected at 
random from each nest. A small piece of the trailing edge of the supracaudal marginal 
scute of each hatchling was cleaned with alcohol and removed with a sterile blade or 
biopsy punch. Sampling was conducted under red light to minimize light disturbance and 
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disorientation upon release. Hatchlings were released at the site of emergence. All tissue 
samples were stored in either a saturated salt or ethanol solution for preservation and 
transported to the University of South Carolina for further analysis (CITES Import Permit 
13US73008A/9). 
 
4.3.3 Genetic analysis 
Nesting females from Jumby Bay (n = 256) were previously genotyped (see 
Levasseur et al. 2019) with 12 tetranucleotide-repeat microsatellite markers (Shamblin et 
al. 2013) in multiplex PCRs using fluorescently-labeled primers (Applied Biosystems). 
We extracted genomic DNA from hatchling tissue samples using DNeasy® Blood & 
Tissue kits (Qiagen 2006) and genotyped hatchlings with one multiplex panel (see 
Levasseur et al. 2019 for PCR conditions) containing 5 highly polymorphic microsatellite 
markers (mean PIC (polymorphic information content) = 0.82; CERVUS 3.0, Kalinowski 
et al. 2007; Table 4.2). The PCR products were checked for amplification success using 
agarose gel electrophoresis, diluted, suspended in Hi-Di formamide with 600 LIZ size 
standard and sent to the Georgia Genomics and Bioinformatics Core (Athens, GA) for 
fragment size analysis on an ABI3730xl. Fragment size data were scored with 
Genemapper 4.0 (Applied Biosystems) and then peaks were visually inspected to verify 
alleles.  
Per locus genotyping error rates were previously estimated from re-genotyping 
10% of nesting female samples (Levasseur et al. 2019). Additional per locus error rates 
were estimated from the number of mismatched alleles between known mother-offspring 
samples. Null allele error rates (Table 4.2) were estimated with MicroChecker (Van 
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Oosterhaut 2004), CERVUS 3.0 (Kalinowski et al. 2007) and GenePop 4.2 (Raymond & 
Rousset 1995). Microsatellite loci were also previously tested for Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium (HWE, Table 4.2) and linkage disequilibrium (LD) using GENEPOP 4.2 
(Raymond and Rousset 1995; see Levasseur et al. 2019). 
 
4.3.4 Paternity analysis 
Hatchling samples were removed from the analysis if more than one locus failed 
to amplify. Maternal and offspring genotypes were first visually inspected to verify the 
presence of a maternal allele at each of five loci for each offspring. Mothers were 
confirmed for each offspring if a maternal allele was present in at least four of the five 
loci. We allowed one mismatch due to the possibility of genotyping error, null alleles and 
germline mutations. We used the program COLONY 2.0 (Wang and Santure 2009) to 
secondarily verify maternal identities if they could not be confirmed with visual 
inspection of alleles. COLONY is a maximum-likelihood full-pedigree reconstruction 
program that considers all individuals simultaneously to configure sibling groups, assign 
parentage from candidate parents and reconstruct genotypes of unsampled parents. The 
program accounts for locus-specific error rates and can accommodate known and 
excluded relationships. Hatchlings sampled from the same nest were included as known 
sibships, and the 256 JB nesting female samples (Levasseur et al. 2019) were included as 
candidate mothers. We ran the program twice with high likelihood precision, 
conservative locus-specific error rates and a threshold of one mismatch. 
We used the program PrDM (Neff and Pitcher 2002) to determine the ability of 
our study design to detect multiple paternity within clutches when the maternal genotype 
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is known (Table 4.2). The program uses the number of offspring, number of loci, number 
and frequencies of alleles and paternal number and skew to calculate the probability of 
detecting more than one father within cohorts. We varied primary and secondary paternal 
contributions from equal (50, 50) to extremely skewed (90, 10). 
Paternal alleles were first identified by visually inspecting offspring genotypes 
and accounting for maternal alleles at each locus. When more than two additional alleles 
(i.e. paternal alleles) were identified in a sibling array, we assumed more than one father 
contributed to paternity. We then used COLONY 2.0 (Wang and Santure 2009) to 
reconstruct paternal genotypes from all hatchling samples simultaneously. We allowed 
for polygamy, chose the highest setting for likelihood precision, and used conservative 
locus-specific null allele and genotyping error rates. Hatchlings sampled from the same 
nest were included as known maternal sibships and confirmed maternal identities were 
included as known mothers. We ran the program five times, altering the random seed 
number for each run. Maternal genotypes and number of fathers per nest were also 
assessed with GERUD 2.0 (Jones 2005). GERUD reconstructs parental genotypes from 
sibling arrays and calculates the minimum number of fathers needed to explain offspring 
genotypes. Some nest sample sizes were reduced because GERUD cannot accommodate 
missing alleles. 
 
4.2.5. Genetic diversity 
 We calculated microsatellite diversity indices for male and female components of 
the breeding population using verified maternal and reconstructed paternal genotypes. 
We included reconstructed paternal genotypes that were verified with visual inspection of 
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alleles and confirmed with GERUD2.0 (Jones 2005). Allelic diversity (number of alleles, 
effective alleles and private alleles) and heterozygosity (observed (HO) and expected 
(HE)) were calculated with GenAlEx (Peakall and Smouse 2012). Hardy-Weinberg exact 
tests of heterozygote deficiency were also performed with GenePop 4.2 (Raymond and 
Rousset 1995). All analyses were performed for the maternal genotypes alone, paternal 
genotypes alone and combined parental genotypes.  
 
4.4 Results 
Females included in this study (n=23) represented 32% of the total number of JB 
females (n=72) encountered during the 2013 nesting season. Nesting experience of 
females analyzed ranged from first documented season in 2013 to 11th documented 
season over 25 years (Table 4.3). A total of 681 hatchlings from 23 nests (one nest per 
female) were included in our analyses. The number of hatchlings analyzed per nest 
ranged from 15 to 48 but was >25 for the majority of nests (20 out of 23). 
Our ability to detect more than one father within clutches was estimated to be 
very high for all sampled nests except for the three nests with lower sample size (n = 15, 
16 and 21) in the case of extreme paternal skew (90:10) of primary and secondary father 
(PrDM, Neff and Pitcher 2002). With our five loci, a sample size of 15 hatchlings (our 
lowest sample size) is sufficient to detect a second father with very high confidence (> 
0.999) when paternal contributions are equal or skewed up to 70:30. Detection rate is still 
high (0.962) when skew is 80:20, but lowers when skew is 90:10 (0.792). However, 20 
out of 23 nests have a sample size of 26-48 hatchlings, with considerably higher detection 
rates for a 90:10 paternal skew (from 0.934 to 0.993). 
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4.4.1 Maternity 
The maternal identity of 22 out of 23 nests was confirmed either through visual 
inspection of genotypes or subsequent assignment with COLONY. All nests belonged to 
a unique female. One nest’s mother of record was not sampled and could not be 
confirmed. Visual inspection of hatchling genotypes for maternal alleles confirmed the 
maternal identity of 20 nests. One nest’s mother of record had more than one mismatched 
allele but was confirmed with both COLONY runs. The last nest’s mother of record 
shared no alleles with her documented hatchlings, however COLONY consistently 
identified a different JB nesting female as the mother (WE5107). In addition, GERUD 
identified only one possible maternal genotype to explain this nest’s sibling array, which 
was consistent with that of WE5107. A review of nesting records showed that WE5107 
was observed at the nest’s location two months prior to the nest being sampled. WE5107 
was therefore assumed to be the mother of this sibling array for all further analyses. 
 
4.4.2 Paternity 
COLONY consistently identified 24 unique paternal genotypes in total from the 
23 sampled nests, or a breeding sex ratio of 1.04 males for each nesting female. Single 
paternity explained the offspring genotypes of 21 out of 23 nests (91.3%; Table 4.3). Two 
nests (8.7%) showed evidence of a second father contributing to offspring. For these two 
nests, the primary father contributed 57 and 80% of offspring analyzed, respectively. One 
male out of the 24 identified sired the offspring from two different nesting females. This 
male was the sole paternal contributor for both nests. 
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4.4.3 Genetic diversity 
 A total of 22 maternal genotypes and 23 reconstructed paternal genotypes were 
used to assess genetic diversity. Microsatellite diversity indices were generally high for 
the parents contributing to JB nests in 2013 (Table 4.4). However, diversity was higher 
across all indices for the paternal group (e.g. HO = 0.85) compared to the maternal group 
(e.g. HO = 0.80). Hardy-Weinberg exact tests of heterozygote deficiency show no 
significance, but p-values were considerably lower for the maternal group. 
 
4.5 Discussion 
Patterns of paternity and estimates of OSRs vary widely among marine turtle 
species and populations (Jensen et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2018), highlighting the need for 
studies representing each nesting region and/or population. Here, we present the first 
paternity study for Eastern Caribbean hawksbill turtles. Despite a recent increase in the 
use of genetic techniques to study the male component of marine turtle breeding 
populations (Jensen et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2018) that include hawksbill populations 
(Table 4.1; Joseph and Shaw 2011; Phillips et al. 2013, 2014a, 2014b; González-Garza et 
al. 2015; Natoli et al. 2017; Gaos et al. 2018), hawksbill mating behaviors and breeding 
sex ratios are still relatively under-studied, especially so in the Eastern Caribbean. 
 
4.5.1 Paternity 
The low rate of multiple paternity (8.7%; Table 4.3) observed in JB nests suggests 
that polyandry is not a common breeding behavior for Eastern Caribbean hawksbills 
during the 2013 nesting season. Our results align with those of previous hawksbill 
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paternity studies from other regions (Table 4.1). Although rates of multiple paternity tend 
to vary widely within species across their geographic range, hawksbill turtles have some 
of the lowest rates of multiple paternity across all regions that have been studied to date 
(Gaos et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2018). Polyandry is typically observed to be low (< 20%) for 
hawksbills (Table 4.1), although a single study indicated a 59.3% rate of polyandry (16 
out of 27 females) for hawksbills at Sir Bu Nair island in the Arabian/Persian Gulf 
(Natoli et al. 2017). This observation of a high rate of polyandry at Sir Bu Nair, however, 
has a higher level of uncertainty than rates estimated from other similar studies; nesting 
females were not sampled contemporaneously with hatchling cohorts and therefore both 
maternal and paternal assignments were estimated solely from sibling arrays (Natoli et al. 
2017). 
The three nests with lower sample size present the possibility of undetected 
multiple paternity in our study. These nests have a lower detection rate of multiple 
paternity if the paternal skew between primary and secondary father is extreme (see 
Results). Extreme skew (greater than 90:10) has been reported for hawksbill nests, albeit 
infrequently (Phillips et al. 2013). Our two multiply-sired nests indicate a paternal skew 
of 57:43 and 80:20, respectively (Table 4.3). However, we consider the possibility of 
undetected multiple paternity to be small because most (87%) of our nests have high 
detection rates with extreme skew (see Results), and that most observed rates of paternal 
skew reported for hawksbills is not extreme (Phillips et al. 2013; González-Garza et al. 
2015). 
The low rate of multiple paternity at JB likely reflects low encounter rates of 
breeding males and females in the area (Phillips et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2018). Despite the 
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prevalence of multiple paternity in turtles and other reptiles (Pearse and Avise 2001; 
Uller and Olsson 2008), marine turtle studies indicate that polyandrous mating behavior 
has no benefit to females (Lee and Hays 2004; Wright et al. 2013). Rates of multiple 
paternity are instead hypothesized to be a consequence of breeding population density, 
i.e., how often males and females encounter each other in the oceanic breeding 
environment (Jensen et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2018). A meta-analysis of 30 rookeries 
provided compelling evidence in support of this hypothesis, demonstrating a strong 
relationship (r2 = 0.96) between marine turtle density (considering oceanic movement 
patterns of breeding individuals in addition to abundance) and rates of multiple paternity 
(Lee et al. 2018). 
Indeed, a low density of breeding hawksbills is likely for the Leeward Islands. 
Although hawksbill nesting is widespread in the Eastern Caribbean, it primarily occurs in 
low numbers spread across highly insular nesting habitat (WIDECAST Nesting Beach 
Atlas, Halpin et al. 2015). Further, Eastern Caribbean hawksbills demonstrate extreme 
and repeated navigational precision to natal sites (Levasseur et al. 2019). We hypothesize 
that this behavior narrows the extent of migration corridors and/or breeding areas, thus 
reducing encounters with breeding males. The low rate of polyandry (i.e. multiple 
paternity) exhibited by JB females could be a consequence of low encounter rates driven 
by strong natal philopatry to highly insular rookeries. Further research is needed to 
investigate the relationship between strong natal philopatry and the size of migration 
paths and breeding areas. 
While polyandry is widespread and common for marine turtles, the converse, 
males mating with multiple females within a rookery (i.e. polygyny), is rarely observed 
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(Crim et al. 2002; Stewart and Dutton 2014; Natoli et al. 2017; Gaos et al. 2018). The 
incidence of a male mating with two JB nesting females (Male individual F11 in Table 
4.3) could suggest that this male is mating in close proximity to JB. Interestingly, three of 
the few documented cases of polygyny are at hawksbill rookeries (Table 4.1; Natoli et al. 
2017; Gaos et al. 2018). Gaos et al. (2018) found unusually high levels of polygyny 
(32%) in Eastern Pacific hawksbills and suggested this could be a result of longer female 
receptive periods in hawksbills due to their tendency to be more sedentary and use 
proximate foraging grounds (Witzell 1983; Gaos et al. 2012; Gaos et al. 2017). Similarly, 
recent satellite telemetry work at JB has indicated that some JB hawksbills do not migrate 
far and have home ranges within the Leeward Islands (JBHP, unpubl. data), potentially 
enabling polygynous breeding behavior within the JB breeding population. 
 
4.5.2 Operational sex ratio 
 We estimate a nearly even OSR for the JB breeding population of 1.04 males to 
every female. Studies have long estimated that hatchling sex ratios are female-biased 
(Broderick et al. 2000; Wibbels 2003) and a recent study indicated that juvenile and adult 
sex ratios are also becoming female-biased in some locations (Jensen et al. 2018). Our 
data suggest that this is not the case for breeding hawksbill turtles in the Eastern 
Caribbean. However, the sample size of our study should be considered. Although the 
nesting females used in the study represented the full range of age (i.e. nesting 
experience) and nesting start date at JB, they only represented a third of the total number 
of nesting females at JB for the 2013 nesting season. Increasing the number of females 
analyzed could produce more accurate estimates of OSR for the JB breeding population. 
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Further, including females from consecutive nesting seasons could shed light on male 
breeding periodicity (Wright et al. 2012) and additional nests from the same females both 
within and across seasons could shed light on the limits of sperm storage (Phillips et al. 
2013, 2014a, 2014b). 
 
4.5.3 Genetic Diversity 
The microsatellite diversity indices (Table 4.4) indicate that the male component 
of the JB breeding population has greater genetic diversity than the female component. 
This could reflect that the males are less related to each other than the females. Indeed, 
females are expected to be highly related at nesting sites considering the extreme natal 
philopatry demonstrated in Eastern Caribbean hawksbill rookeries (Levasseur et al. 
2019). Exploratory calculations demonstrate that the average pairwise relatedness for the 
22 females is higher (0.056) than that of the 23 males (0.046), indicating that the females 
are more related to each other on average than the males (ML-Relate, Kalinowski et al. 
2006). This is consistent with pedigree reconstruction research demonstrating numerous 
first-degree relationships and family groups among JB nesting females (Chapter 3; 
Levasseur et al., in prep). 
A more thorough analysis of the male breeding population could also be 
informative. Future analyses will include genotyping hatchlings at additional markers to 
reconstruct more informative multi-locus paternal genotypes. These paternal genotypes 
could provide more accurate estimates of genetic diversity and relatedness in the male 
population. In addition, kin structure among the male breeders, and more importantly, 
between male and female breeders could be assessed to investigate inbreeding avoidance. 
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Understanding patterns of genetic diversity, relatedness and inbreeding avoidance could 
help inform population resiliency. Further, breeding behaviors, such as polyandry and 
increased periodicity of male breeding migrations, have been suggested to mitigate 
female-biased hatchling ratios and increase population resiliency (Stewart and Dutton 
2014; Hays et al. 2014). Evaluating male breeders through genetic analyses will continue 
to be an important and effective tool for understanding population parameters and 
informing management and conservation strategies for marine turtles.  
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Table 4.1 Genetic paternal reconstruction studies of hawksbill turtles with number of 
nesting females, number of hatchlings analyzed per nest, number of loci used, number of 
inferred males, rate (%) of polyandry (PA), and rate (%) of polygyny (PG) for each study. 
Data from Malaysia (Joseph and Shaw 2011), Seychelles (Phillips et al. 2013), Mexico 
(González-Garza et al. 2015), United Arab Emirates (Natoli et al. 2017) and El Salvador 
(Gaos et al. 2018). 
 
Study Site  Females Hatchlings Loci Males PA PG 
Gulisaan, Malaysia 10 14-40 5 12 20.0 0.0 
Cousine Island, Seychelles 77 3-20 32 47 9.3 0.0 
Xicalango-Victoria, Mexico 2 mean 24 12 2 0.0 0.0 
Chenkan, Mexico 10 mean 24 12 10 0.0 0.0 
Celestún, Mexico 9 mean 24 12 10 11.1 0.0 
Las Coloradas, Mexico 4 mean 24 12 4 0.0 0.0 
El Cuyo, Mexico 10 mean 24 12 11 10.0 0.0 
Holbox, Mexico 6 mean 24 12 8 16.7 0.0 
Abu Dhabi, UAE 4* 1-5 30 4 0.0 0.0 
Dubai, UAE 16* 1-5 30 16-17 14.3 5.9-6.3 
Sir Bu Nair, UAE 33* 1-5 30 58-60 59.3 18.3-19.0 
Bahia de Jiquilisco, El Salvador 34 15-20 6 22 14.7 31.8 
Jumby Bay, Antigua 23 15-48 5 24 8.7 4.2 
       
*Nesting females not sampled       
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Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics of 5 microsatellite markers from 301 nesting females at 
Antigua and Barbuda. Number of individuals genotyped (N), number of alleles (A), 
observed (HO) and expected (HE) heterozygosity, Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) 
test (NS = non-significant), polymorphic information content (PIC), non-exclusion 
probability of identity (NE-I), non-exclusion probability of second parent with known 
first parent (NE-2P), frequency of null alleles (FNULL) and probability of detecting 
multiple paternity with 15 offspring and paternal skew of 80:20 (PrDM). 
 
LOCUS N A HO HE HWE PIC NE-I NE-2P PrDM FNULL 
ERIM03 297 12 0.623 0.699 NS 0.677 0.112 0.487 0.489 0.065 
ERIM25 300 19 0.913 0.917 NS 0.910 0.013 0.170 0.849 0.004 
ERIM27 300 13 0.860 0.852 NS 0.839 0.034 0.280 0.732 0.008 
ERIM28 298 28 0.852 0.889 NS 0.879 0.021 0.218 0.821 0.017 
ERIM29 288 11 0.844 0.827 NS 0.803 0.052 0.342 0.689 0.003 
     Combined: 5.4E-8 1.7E-3 0.962  
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Table 4.3 Reconstructed paternal identities and contributions to nests. Data includes 
nesting female tag ID, maternal genotype verified by visually inspecting alleles (V) or 
secondarily with COLONY (C), mother’s tag year, number of hatchlings analyzed, 
number of fathers identified per nest, father ID with number of hatchlings sired (N) and 
reproductive skew of primary and secondary father. 
 
Mother ID Verified Tag Year Hatchlings Paternity Father ID (N) Skew (%) 
PPN031 C 1988 29 1 F01 (29) - 
PPN040 V 1988 48 1 F02 (48) - 
QQZ108 V 1993 26 1 F03 (26) - 
QQZ193 V 1996 28 1 F04 (28) - 
XXA238 V 2001 30 1 F05 (30) - 
WE5004 V 2004 28 2 F06 (16), F07 (12) 57:43 
WE5055 V 2005 35 1 F08 (35) - 
WE5107 C 2005 30 2 F09 (24), F10 (6) 80:20 
WE5154 V 2006 15 1 F11 (15) - 
WE5180 V 2006 28 1 F12 (28) - 
WE5211 V 2007 28 1 F11 (28) - 
WE5216 V 2007 30 1 F13 (30) - 
WE5246 V 2007 29 1 F14 (29) - 
WH5670 V 2009 21 1 F15 (21) - 
WH5704 V 2009 48 1 F16 (48) - 
WH5730 V 2010 31 1 F17 (31) - 
WH5762 V 2010 16 1 F18 (16) - 
WS1002 V 2011 34 1 F19 (34) - 
WS1042 V 2013 30 1 F20 (30) - 
WS1080 V 2013 30 1 F21 (30) - 
WS1098 V 2013 29 1 F22 (29) - 
WS1142 N/A 2013 30 1 F23 (30) - 
WS1144 V 2013 28 1 F24 (28) - 
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Table 4.4 Microsatellite diversity indices for mothers and fathers contributing to the 
nests analyzed. Number of individuals (N), number of alleles (A), number of effective 
alleles (Ae), number of private alleles (P), observed (HO) and expected (HE) 
heterozygosities and Hardy-Weinberg exact test of heterozygote deficiency (HD). 
 
Group N A Ae P HO HE HD (p-value) 
Moms 22 11.0 5.8 2.2 0.80 0.81 0.18 
Dads 23 12.2 7.1 3.4 0.85 0.83 0.88 
Combined 45 14.4 7.1 - 0.83 0.84 0.49 
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Figure 4.1 Map of the Eastern Caribbean with inset of Antigua and Barbuda indicating 
the offshore island of Jumby Bay (Long Island). Map created using SEATURTLE.ORG’s 
Maptool (2002). 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
This dissertation targets important gaps in knowledge of marine turtle behavior 
and life history traits. Despite considerable research and conservation efforts focused on 
marine turtles, details about their biology, such as natal homing precision, time to 
maturity and mating behavior, remain difficult to ascertain. In addition, although some 
species and populations have shown signs of recovery, hawksbill turtles remain critically 
endangered (Mortimer and Donnelly 2008; IUCN 2019), warranting research and 
conservation attention. By assaying new hawksbill turtle samples with informative 
genetic markers and combining these data with spatial information and long-term 
individual nesting histories, I have been able to 1) report a new and unique rookery in the 
Leeward Islands, 2) assess natal homing precision with greater resolution, 3) describe 
how natal homing precision varies across the Caribbean region, 4) provide direct 
estimates of time to sexual maturity, 5) estimate the ratio of male to female breeders in 
the Leeward Islands and 6) characterize mating behavior. 
 
5.1 Improved genetic characterization of the Antigua and Barbuda rookery  
In Chapter 2, I identify novel patterns in genetic variation for nesting hawksbill 
turtles in the Caribbean that have important conservation implications. First, I analyze 
300 new samples from Antigua and Barbuda (AB) to better characterize the genetic 
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variation in hawksbills nesting across the two islands. Although the Jumby Bay (JB) 
rookery has been studied extensively and genetically characterized with mitochondrial 
DNA, hawksbill nesting occurs at low levels across mainland Antiguan beaches and 
moderate levels across Barbudan beaches. By increasing the size of the sampling effort at 
JB and the geographic range of sampling across the sister islands, I show rookery 
structure at a fine scale between the islands (<50km), report a new rookery with a unique 
mitochondrial haplotype composition (Barbuda), and identify rare haplotypes at AB that 
have not previously been documented in the Lesser Antilles. Increased rookery coverage 
can be used to improve mixed-stock analyses that link foraging grounds and rookeries in 
the region. 
 
5.2 High natal homing precision to insular rookeries of the Caribbean 
Additionally, I consider previously published regional rookery data under a new 
light by investigating how rookery structure varies according to the patchy nature of the 
rookery coastline. While natal homing behavior is well-established in marine turtles, the 
precision of homing and how this precision varies among populations and across 
biogeographic regions is unclear. The analysis of population structure within and between 
the islands of AB provides novel evidence of high natal homing precision in the Leeward 
Islands. This aligns with previous work indicating high natal homing precision for 
hawksbills nesting in Barbados (Browne et al. 2010) and suggests that this navigational 
precision could describe hawksbills nesting across the Lesser Antillean region. The re-
analysis of regional rookery data in terms of the continuous or isolated nature of the 
rookery coastline reveals that insular rookeries have stronger population structuring than 
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rookeries on continuous coastlines. This indicates that marine turtles home with greater 
precision to insular nesting sites than to continuous ones. Turtles homing to insular sites 
might be under selection pressure for precise homing due to the patchy and discontinuous 
nature of the nesting habitat. This strong and fine-scale genetic divergence among island 
rookeries warrants a review of rookery delineations for management purposes. Indeed, 
island rookeries in the Eastern Caribbean might best be managed as unique units.  
 
5.3 Natal homing to a 1km natal site 
Chapter 3 continues the investigation of natal homing precision in hawksbills, but 
with greater resolution within the stable and isolated rookery of Jumby Bay (JB), 
Antigua. By utilizing the impressive long-term capture-mark-recapture data of JB 
hawksbills to establish generational information, I estimate mother-daughter and full 
sibling relationships with genotypic data and pedigree reconstruction analyses. A 
considerable portion of the JB rookery are mother-daughter pairs and exhibit long-term 
nest-site fidelity, providing compelling and novel evidence of natal homing to a 1km 
natal site. Over 100 full sibling pairs within the JB rookery and additional full sibling 
pairs found nesting in close proximity (<5km) to each other at mainland Antigua and 
Barbuda sites, provide indirect evidence of fine-scale natal homing precision. 
 
5.4 Multiphase navigation 
The extreme precision in natal homing demonstrated by JB hawksbills supports 
the hypothesis of multiphase navigation in long-distance homing migrations, i.e. the 
integration of various cues or mechanisms at multiple scales (Bett and Hinch 2016; 
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Endres et al. 2016; Mouritsen 2018). Since magnetic fields shift over time, marine turtles 
homing with extreme precision are likely using magnetic field information for broad 
scale navigation to their natal vicinity and then local cues (e.g. visual, chemical, 
hydrodynamic) to pinpoint their natal goal (Endres et al. 2016; Mouritsen 2018). 
However, little is known about the post-hatchling pelagic phase or how far from natal 
sites juvenile hawksbills establish their foraging grounds. Perhaps Eastern Caribbean 
hawksbills establish foraging sites close to their natal beaches like those in the Eastern 
Pacific (Gaos et al. 2017), and therefore may not be navigating long distances at 
reproductive maturity. 
 
5.5 Nesting habitat loss likely poses a greater risk to highly philopatric rookeries  
Although advantageous for locating stable nesting habitat, extreme and repeatedly 
philopatric behavior can limit colonization potential (i.e. the ability to stray) and present a 
heightened threat to nesting populations experiencing habitat loss. Although marine 
turtles may be able to adapt to unstable beaches by exhibiting weaker nest-site fidelity, 
those already accustomed to stable beaches might not be able to adapt this strategy 
quickly enough to counter the loss of suitable nesting habitat. We emphasize the 
importance of future studies that quantify rates of change of historically stable beaches 
and assess the ability of highly philopatric species to use alternative nesting habitat 
should their primary beach become unsuitable. Also important will be understanding if 
highly philopatric behavior is found in related individuals, as this would indicate family 
groups (and potentially genetic diversity) will be at risk. 
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5.6 Shorter time to maturity than previously estimated 
Utilizing the long-term nesting histories and unique characteristics of the JB 
rookery to establish an individual’s first nesting season, I also provide direct estimates of 
time to maturity in Eastern Caribbean hawksbills. The time between the first nesting 
seasons of mothers and their daughters suggests that age at sexual maturity can be as low 
as 14 years. This estimate is lower than previous estimates but aligns with recent 
skeletochronology work (Clark et al. 2017). 
 
5.7 Low rates of multiple paternity 
Finally, I indirectly assess the male component of the JB breeding population by 
genotyping nesting females and their hatchling cohorts. Marine turtle mating patterns 
vary widely across species and among populations intra-specifically, highlighting the 
need to assess mating patterns for each population and region. Paternal contributions to 
nests suggest that single paternity is common in Eastern Caribbean hawksbill nests, 
aligning with studies of hawksbill paternity from other regions. Previous work has 
demonstrated a strong relationship between density of breeding individuals and rates of 
multiple paternity (Lee et al 2018). The low polyandry found at JB might therefore reflect 
a low density of breeding individuals in the Eastern Caribbean. 
 
5.8 Balanced operation sex ratio 
In total, 24 males sired the nests of 23 females at JB, indicating a nearly even sex 
ratio for the JB breeding population. Although a recent study has indicated that some 
rookeries in Australia have highly feminized juvenile and adult populations (Jensen et al. 
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2018), this is not indicated for JB. Relatively even reproductive contributions and 
balanced breeding ratios of males and females might indicate that the effective population 
size does not deviate largely from the census size of breeding individuals. Establishing 
this baseline operational sex ratio for the Eastern Caribbean is important to detect future 
changes in sex ratios due to climate change. Finally, a more thorough analysis of the male 
breeding population through kinship analyses with reconstructed male genotypes could 
be highly informative for population resiliency by estimating genetic diversity, 
relatedness and inbreeding avoidance. 
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